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CHAPTER 62

ARTICLES OF APPAREL AND CLOTHING ACCESSORIES, NOT KNITTED OR CROCHETED

     XI
62-l

Notes 

1. This chapter applies only to made up articles of any textile fabric other than wadding, excluding knitted or crocheted 
articles (other than those of heading 6212).

2. This chapter does not cover:

(a) Worn clothing or other worn articles of heading 6309;

(b) Orthopedic appliances, surgical belts, trusses or the like (heading 9021).

3. For the purposes of headings 6203 and 6204:

(a) The term "suit" means a set of garments composed of two or three pieces made up, in respect of their outer surface, 
in identical fabric and comprising:

- one suit coat or jacket the outer shell of which, exclusive of sleeves, consists of four or more panels, designed to
cover the upper part of the body, possibly with a tailored waistcoat in addition whose front is made from the same
fabric as the outer surface of the other components of the set and whose back is made from the same fabric as the
lining of the suit coat or jacket; and

- one garment designed to cover the lower part of the body and consisting of trousers, breeches or shorts (other 
than swimwear), a skirt or a divided skirt, having neither braces nor bibs.

All of the components of a "suit" must be of the same fabric construction, color and composition; they must also be of
the same style and of corresponding or compatible size.  However, these components may have piping (a strip of fabric
sewn into the seam) in a different fabric.

If several separate components to cover the lower part of the body area presented together (for example, two pairs of
trousers or trousers and shorts, or a skirt or divided skirt and trousers), the constituent lower part shall be one pair
of trousers, or, in the case of women's or girls' suits, the skirt or divided skirt, the other garments being considered
separately.

The term "suit" includes the following sets of garments whether or not they fulfill all the above conditions:

- morning dress, comprising a plain jacket (cutaway) with rounded tails hanging well down at the back and
striped trousers;

- evening dress (tailcoat), generally made of black fabric, the jacket of which is relatively short at the front, 
does not close and has narrow skirts cut in at the hips and hanging down behind;

- dinner jacket suits, in which the jacket is similar in style to an ordinary jacket (though perhaps revealing
more of the shirt front), but has shiny silk or imitation silk lapels.

(b) The term "ensemble" means a set of garments (other than suits and articles of heading 6207 or 6208) composed of
several pieces made up in identical fabric, put up for retail sale, and comprising:

- one garment designed to cover the upper part of the body, with the exception of waistcoats which may also form a 
second upper garment, and 

- one or two different garments, designed to cover the lower part of the body and consisting of trousers, bib and 
brace overalls, breeches, shorts (other than swimwear), a skirt or a divided skirt.

All of the components of an ensemble must be of the same fabric construction, style, color and composition; they
also must be of corresponding or compatible size.  The term "ensemble" does not apply to track suits or ski-suits
of heading 62ll.

4. For the purposes of heading 6209:

(a) The expression "babies' garments and clothing accessories" means articles for young children of a body height not
exceeding 86 centimeters; it also covers babies' diapers;

(b) Articles which are, prima facie, classifiable both in heading 6209 and in other headings of this chapter are to be 
classified in heading 6209.

5. Garments which are, prima facie, classifiable both in heading 6210 and in other headings of this chapter, excluding 
heading 6209, are to be classified in heading 6210.

                                      

 1/ See Section XI, Statistical Note 5.
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6. For the purposes of heading 6211,"ski-suits" means garments or sets of garments which, by their general appearance and 
texture, are identifiable as intended to be worn principally for skiing (cross-country or alpine).  They consist either 
of:

(a) A "ski overall," that is, a one-piece garment designed to cover the upper and the lower parts of the body; in 

          addition to sleeves and a collar the ski overall may have pockets or footstraps; or

(b) A "ski ensemble," that is, a set of garments composed of two or three pieces, put up for retail sale and comprising:

- one garment such as an anorak, windbreaker or similar article, closed by a slide fastener (zipper), possibly
with a waistcoat in addition, and

- one pair of trousers whether or not extending above waist level, one pair of breeches or one bib and brace
overall.

The "ski ensemble" may also consist of an overall similar to the one mentioned in paragraph (a) above and a type of 
padded, sleeveless jacket worn over the overall.

All the components of a "ski ensemble" must be made up in a fabric of the same texture, style and composition whether
or not of the same color; they also must be of corresponding or compatible size.

7. Scarves and articles of the scarf type, square or approximately square, of which no side exceeds 60 centimeters, are to 
be classified as handkerchiefs (heading 6213).  Handkerchiefs of which any side exceeds 60 centimeters are to be clas-
sified in heading 6214.

8. Garments of this chapter designed for left over right closure at the front shall be regarded as men's or boys' garments,
and those designed for right over left closure at the front as women's or girls' garments.  These provisions do not apply
where the cut of the garment clearly indicates that it is designed for one or other of the sexes.

Garments which cannot be identified as either men's or boys'  garments or as women's or girls' garments are to be
classified in the headings covering women's or girls' garments.

9. Articles of this chapter may be made of metal thread.

Additional U.S. Notes

1. For the purpose of heading 6209, the term "sets" means two or more different garments of headings 6111, 6209 or 6505 
imported together, of corresponding sizes and intended to be worn together by the same person.

2. For the purposes of subheadings 6201.92.15, 6201.93.30, 6202.92.15, 6202.93.45,6203.41.05, 6203.43.15, 6203.43.35,
6204.61.10, 6204.63.12, 6204.63.30 and 6211.20.15, the term "water resistant" means that garments classifiable in those
subheadings must have a water resistance (see ASTM designations D 3600-81 and D 3781-79) such that, under a head
pressure of 600 millimeters, not more than 1.0 gram of water penetrates after two minutes when tested in accordance with
AATCC Test Method 35-1985.  This water resistance must be the result of a rubber or plastics application to the outer 
shell, lining or inner lining.

Statistical Notes

1. For the purposes of subheadings 6203.21.00, 6203.22.30, 6203.23.00, 6203.29.20, 6204.21.00, 6204.22.30, 6204.23.00 and 
6204.29.20, merchandise entered together and classified for customs purposes as an ensemble, shall be reported 
statistically as separate articles and reported under the most appropriate 10-digit reporting number within the same 

 8-digit tariff subheading which provides for the ensemble.

2. Imports of" made to measure" suits from Hong Kong, which do not accompany a returning traveler, are subject to a special
agreement. Suits made to the specific measurements of a particular person require a "made to measure" export license from 
the government of Hong Kong. These "made to measure" suits of Hong Kong origin must be identified by the importer by 

 the placing of the symbol "G" as a prefix to the appropriate tariff number.

3. Certain garments of chapter 62 assembled abroad from components formed and cut in the United States which, after
assembly have been subject to bleaching,garment dyeing stone-washing, acid-washing or perma-pressing abroad, may be
eligible for entry under a Special Access Program or Special Regime. Eligibility must be established under a bilateral
agreement, and entry must be in compliance with procedures established by the Committee for the implementation
of Textile Agreements.The importer is required to identify such garments on the entry summary or withdrawal forms
by placing the symbol "H" as a prefix to the appropriate 10-digit chapter 62 tariff number.
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6201 Men's or boys' overcoats, carcoats, capes, 
cloaks, anoraks (including ski-jackets),
windbreakers and similar articles (including
padded, sleeveless jackets), other than those 
of heading 6203:

Overcoats, carcoats, capes, cloaks and
similar coats:

6201.11.00   Of wool or fine animal hair.............. ........ 47¢/kg + Free (CA,IL,MX) 52.9¢/kg +
 18.6%  58.5%

 10 Men's..........................(434) doz.   v  
kg

 20 Boys'..........................(434) doz.   v
kg

6201.12 Of cotton:
6201.12.10  00 Containing 15 percent or more by

weight of down and waterfowl 
plumage and of which down 
comprises 35 percent or more by
weight; containing 10 percent
or more by weight of down......(353) doz....v 4.6% Free (CA,IL,MX) 60%

kg

6201.12.20 Other............................... ........ 9.7% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

Raincoats:
 10 Men's................(334) doz.   v

kg
 20 Boys'................(334) doz.   v

kg
Other:

Corduroy:
 25 Men's...........(334) doz.   v

kg
 35 Boys'...........(334) doz.   v

kg
Other:

 50 Men's...........(334) doz.   v
kg

 60 Boys'...........(334) doz.   v
kg

6201.13 Of man-made fibers:
6201.13.10  00 Containing 15 percent or more by

weight of down and waterfowl 
plumage and of which down 
comprises 35 percent or more by
weight; containing 10 percent
or more by weight of down......(653) doz....v 4.6% Free (CA,IL,MX) 60%

kg
Other:

6201.13.30 Containing 36 percent or
more by weight of wool or
fine animal hair............... ......... 51.3¢/kg + Free (CA,IL,MX) 52.9¢/kg +

 20.4%  58.5%

 10 Men's................(434) doz    v
kg

 20 Boys'................(434) doz    v
kg

6201.13.40 Other.......................... ........ 28.6% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

    Raincoats:
 15 Men's...........(634) doz.   v

kg
 20 Boys'...........(634) doz.   v

kg
Other:

 30 Men's...........(634) doz.   v
kg

 40 Boys'...........(634) doz.   v
kg
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6201 (con.) Men's or boys' overcoats, carcoats, capes, 
cloaks, anoraks (including ski-jackets),
windbreakers and similar articles (including
padded, sleeveless jackets), other than those 
of heading 6203 (con.):

Overcoats, carcoats, capes, cloaks and
similar coats (con.):

6201.19   Of other textile materials:
6201.19.10  00 Containing 70 percent or more

by weight of silk or silk
waste..........................(734) doz....v 1.5% Free (CA,E,IL, 35%

kg       J,MX)

6201.19.90 Other............................... ........ 2.9% Free (CA,E*,IL, 35%
      MX)

 10 Subject to cotton 
restraints................(334) doz.   v

kg
 20 Subject to wool 

restraints................(434) doz.   v
kg

 30 Subject to man-made fiber 
restraints................(634) doz.   v

kg

 60 Other.....................(834) doz.   v
kg

Anoraks (including ski-jackets), wind-
breakers and similar articles (including
padded, sleeveless jackets):

6201.91 Of wool or fine animal hair:
6201.91.10  00 Padded, sleeveless jackets.....(459) doz....v 12.8% Free (CA,IL,MX) 58.5%

kg

6201.91.20   Other............................... ........ 51.3¢/kg + Free (CA,IL,MX) 52.9¢/kg +
 20.4%  58.5%

 11 Men's.....................(434) doz.   v  
kg

 21 Boys'.....................(434) doz.   v
kg

6201.92 Of cotton:
6201.92.10  00 Containing 15 percent or more by

weight of down and waterfowl 
plumage and of which down 
comprises 35 percent or more by
weight; containing 10 percent
or more by weight of down......(353) doz....v 4.6% Free (CA,IL,MX) 60%

kg

Other:
6201.92.15  00 Water resistant...........(334) doz....v 6.4% Free (CA,IL,MX) 37.5%

kg
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6201 (con.) Men's or boys' overcoats, carcoats, capes, 
cloaks, anoraks (including ski-jackets),
windbreakers and similar articles (including 
padded, sleeveless jackets), other than those 
of heading 6203 (con.):

Anoraks (including ski-jackets), wind-
breakers and similar articles (including
padded, sleeveless jackets) (con.):

6201.92 Of cotton (con.):
(con.)

Other (con.):
6201.92.20 Other.......................... ........ 9.7% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

  Padded, sleeveless 
jackets:

 05 With attachments
for sleeves.....(334) doz.   v

kg
 10 Other...........(359) doz.   v

kg
Other:

 21 Corduroy........(334) doz.   v
kg

Blue denim:
 31 Men's......(334) doz.   v

kg
 41 Boys'......(334) doz.   v

kg
Other:

 51 Men's......(334) doz.   v
kg

 61 Boys'......(334) doz.   v
kg

6201.93 Of man-made fibers:
6201.93.10  00 Containing 15 percent or more by

weight of down and waterfowl 
plumage and of which down 
comprises 35 percent or more by
weight; containing 10 percent
or more by weight of down......(653) doz....v 4.6% Free (CA,IL,MX) 60%

kg

Other:
6201.93.20   Padded, sleeveless jackets..... ........ 16% Free (CA,IL,MX) 76%

 10 With attachments for
sleeves..............(634) doz.   v

kg
 20 Other................(659) doz.   v

kg
Other:

6201.93.25 Containing 36 percent
or more by weight of wool
or fine animal hair....... ........ 51.2¢/kg + Free (CA,IL,MX) 52.9¢/kg +

   20.3%  58.5%

 11 Men's...........(434) doz.   v
kg

 21 Boys'...........(434) doz.   v
kg

Other:
6201.93.30  00 Water resistant.(634) doz....v 7.4% Free (CA,IL,MX) 65%

kg

6201.93.35 Other................ ........ 28.6% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

 11 Men's......(634) doz.   v
kg

 21 Boys'......(634) doz.   v
kg
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6201 (con.) Men's or boys' overcoats, carcoats, capes, 
cloaks, anoraks (including ski-jackets),
windbreakers and similar articles (including 
padded, sleeveless jackets), other than those 
of heading 6203 (con.):

Anoraks (including ski-jackets), wind-
breakers and similar articles (including
padded, sleeveless jackets) (con.):

6201.99   Of other textile materials:
6201.99.10  00 Containing 70 percent or more

by weight of silk or silk
waste..........................(734) doz....v 2.2% Free (CA,E,IL, 35%

kg       J,MX)

6201.99.90 Other............................... ........ 4.4% Free (CA,E*,IL, 35%
      MX)

 10 Subject to cotton 
restraints................(334) doz.   v

kg
 20 Subject to wool 

restraints................(434) doz.   v
kg

 30 Subject to man-made fiber 
restraints................(634) doz.   v

kg
 60 Other.....................(834) doz.   v

      kg

6202 Women's or girls' overcoats, carcoats, capes, 
cloaks, anoraks (including ski-jackets), 
windbreakers and similar articles (including 
padded, sleeveless jackets), other than those 
of heading 6204:

Overcoats, carcoats, capes, cloaks and 
similar coats:

6202.11.00   Of wool or fine animal hair.............. ........ 43.6¢/kg + Free (CA,IL) 46.3¢/kg +
 18.6% 9.3% (MX)  58.5%

 10 Women's........................(435) doz.   v
kg

 20 Girls'.........................(435) doz.   v
kg

6202.12 Of cotton:
6202.12.10  00 Containing 15 percent or more by

weight of down and waterfowl 
plumage and of which down 
comprises 35 percent or more by
weight; containing 10 percent
or more by weight of down......(354) doz....v 4.6% Free (CA,IL,MX) 60%

kg

6202.12.20 Other............................... ........ 9.2% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

Raincoats:
 10 Women's..............(335) doz.   v

kg
 20 Girls'...............(335) doz.   v

kg
Other:

Corduroy:
 25 Women's.........(335) doz.   v

kg
 35 Girls'..........(335) doz.   v

kg
Other:

 50 Women's.........(335) doz.   v
kg

 60 Girls'..........(335) doz.   v
kg
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6202 (con.) Women's or girls' overcoats, carcoats, capes, 
cloaks, anoraks (including ski-jackets), 
windbreakers and similar articles (including 
padded, sleeveless jackets), other than those 
of heading 6204 (con.):

Overcoats, carcoats, capes, cloaks and 
similar coats (con.):

6202.13 Of man-made fibers:
6202.13.10  00 Containing 15 percent or more by

weight of down and waterfowl 
plumage and of which down 
comprises 35 percent or more by
weight; containing 10 percent
or more by weight of down......(654) doz....v 4.6% Free (CA,IL,MX) 60%

kg

Other:
6202.13.30 Containing 36 percent or more

by weight of wool or fine
animal hair.................... ........ 44.9¢/kg + Free (CA,IL) 46.3¢/kg +

   20.4% 9.7% (MX)  58.5%

 10 Women's..............(435) doz.   v
kg

 20 Girls'...............(435) doz.   v
kg

6202.13.40 Other.......................... ........ 28.6% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

  Raincoats:
 05 Women's.........(635) doz.   v

kg

 10 Girls'..........(635) doz.   v
kg

Other:
 20 Women's.........(635) doz.   v

kg

 30 Girls'..........(635) doz.   v
kg

6202.19   Of other textile materials:
6202.19.10  00 Containing 70 percent or more

by weight of silk or silk
waste..........................(735) doz....v 1.5% Free (CA,E,IL, 35%

kg       J,MX)

6202.19.90 Other............................... ........ 2.9% Free (CA,E*,IL, 35%
      MX)

 10 Subject to cotton 
restraints................(335) doz.   v

kg

 20 Subject to wool 
restraints................(435) doz.   v

kg

 30 Subject to man-made fiber 
restraints................(635) doz.   v

kg

 60 Other.....................(835) doz.   v
kg
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6202 (con.) Women's or girls' overcoats, carcoats, capes, 
cloaks, anoraks (including ski-jackets), 
windbreakers and similar articles (including 
padded, sleeveless jackets), other than those 
of heading 6204 (con.):

Anoraks (including ski-jackets), wind-
breakers and similar articles (including
padded, sleeveless jackets):

6202.91 Of wool or fine animal hair:
6202.91.10  00 Padded, sleeveless jackets.....(459) doz....v 15.5% Free (CA,IL) 58.5%

kg 6.8% (MX)

6202.91.20 Other............................... ........ 41.2¢/kg + Free (CA,IL) 46.3¢/kg +
 18.6% 9.1% (MX)  58.5%

 11 Women's...................(435) doz.   v
kg

 21 Girls'....................(435) doz.   v
kg

6202.92 Of cotton:
6202.92.10  00 Containing 15 percent or more by

weight of down and waterfowl 
plumage and of which down 
comprises 35 percent or more by
weight; containing 10 percent
or more by weight of down......(354) doz....v 4.6% Free (CA,IL,MX) 60%

kg

Other:
6202.92.15  00 Water resistant...........(335) doz....v 6.4% Free (CA,IL,MX) 37.5%

kg

6202.92.20 Other.......................... ........ 9.2% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

  Padded, sleeveless
jackets:

 10 With attachments 
for sleeves.....(335) doz.   v

kg

 20 Other...........(359) doz.   v
kg

Other:
Corduroy:

 26 Women's....(335) doz.   v
kg

 31 Girls'.....(335) doz.   v
kg

Other:
 61 Women's....(335) doz.   v

kg

 71 Girls'.....(335) doz.   v
kg
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6202 (con.) Women's or girls' overcoats, carcoats, capes, 
cloaks, anoraks (including ski-jackets), 
windbreakers and similar articles (including 
padded, sleeveless jackets), other than those 
of heading 6204 (con.):

Anoraks (including ski-jackets), wind-
breakers and similar articles (including
padded, sleeveless jackets) (con.):

6202.93 Of man-made fibers:
6202.93.10  00 Containing 15 percent or more by

weight of down and waterfowl 
plumage and of which down 
comprises 35 percent or more by
weight; containing 10 percent
or more by weight of down......(654) doz....v 4.6% Free (CA,IL,MX) 60%

kg

Other:
6202.93.20   Padded, sleeveless jackets..... ........ 16% Free (CA,IL,MX) 76%

 10 With attachments for 
sleeves..............(635) doz.   v

kg

 20 Other................(659) doz.   v
kg

Other:
6202.93.40 Containing 36 percent

or more by weight of wool
or fine animal hair....... ........ 44.8¢/kg + Free (CA,IL) 46.3¢/kg +

   20.4% 8.8% (MX)  58.5%

 11 Women's.........(435) doz.   v
kg

 21 Girls'..........(435) doz.   v
kg

Other:

6202.93.45  00 Water resistant.(635) doz....v 7.4% Free (CA,IL,MX) 65%
kg

6202.93.50 Other................ ........ 28.6% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

 l1 Women's....(635) doz.   v
kg

 21 Girls'.....(635) doz.   v
kg

6202.99   Of other textile materials:
6202.99.10  00 Containing 70 percent or more

by weight of silk or silk
waste..........................(735) doz....v 1.5% Free (CA,E,IL, 35%

kg       J,MX)

6202.99.90 Other............................... ........ 2.9% Free (CA,E*,IL, 35%
      MX)

 11 Subject to cotton 
restraints................(335) doz.   v

kg
 21 Subject to wool 

restraints................(435) doz.   v
kg

 31 Subject to man-made fiber 
restraints................(635) doz.   v

kg
 61 Other.....................(835) doz.   v

kg
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6203 Men's or boys' suits, ensembles, suit-type 
jackets, blazers, trousers, bib and brace over-
alls, breeches and shorts (other than swimwear):

Suits:
6203.11 Of wool or fine animal hair:
6203.11.10  00 Containing 30 percent or more

by weight of silk or silk
waste..........................(443) No.....v 7.5% 1/ Free (CA,IL,MX) 65%

kg

6203.11.20  00 Other..........................(443) No.....v 26.4¢/kg + Free (CA,IL,MX) 52.9¢/kg +
kg  19.2% 1/  58.5%

6203.12 Of synthetic fibers:
6203.12.10  00 Containing 36 percent or

more by weight of wool or
fine animal hair...............(443) No.....v 26.4¢/kg + Free (CA,IL,MX) 52.9¢/kg +

kg  19.2% 1/  58.5%

6203.12.20 Other............................... ........ 28.2% 1/ Free (CA,IL,MX) 77.5%

 10 Men's.....................(643) No.    v
kg

 20 Boys'.....................(643) No.    v
kg

6203.19 Of other textile materials:
6203.19.10    Of cotton........................... ........ 14.8% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

 10 Jackets imported as parts
of suits..................(333) doz.   v

kg

 20 Trousers, breeches and
shorts imported as parts
of suits..................(347) doz.   v

kg

 30 Waistcoats imported as
parts of suits............(359) doz.   v

kg

Of artificial fibers:
6203.19.20  00 Containing 36 percent or

more by weight of wool or
fine animal hair..........(443) No.....v 52.9¢/kg + Free (CA,IL,MX) 52.9¢/kg +

kg  21% 1/  58.5%

6203.19.30  00 Other.....................(643) No.....v 22% 1/ Free (CA,IL,MX) 77.5%
kg

  1/ See subheading 9906.98.02.
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6203 (con.) Men's or boys' suits, ensembles, suit-type 
jackets, blazers, trousers, bib and brace over-
alls, breeches and shorts (other than
swimwear) (con.):

Suits (con.):
6203.19 Of other textile materials (con.):
(con.)

6203.19.50  00 Containing 70 percent or more
by weight of silk or silk
waste..........................(743) No.....v 5.6% Free (CA,E,IL, 35%

kg       J,MX)

6203.19.90 Other............................... ........ 7.3% 1/ Free (CA,E*,IL, 35%
      MX)

Subject to cotton 
restraints:

 10 Jackets imported as
parts of suits.......(333) doz.   v

kg

 20 Trousers, breeches and
shorts imported as
parts of suits.......(347) doz.   v

kg

 30 Waistcoats imported as
parts of suits.......(359) doz.   v

kg

 40 Subject to wool 
restraints................(443) No.    v

kg

 50 Subject to man-made fiber
restraints................(643) No.    v

kg

 80 Other.....................(843) No.    v
  kg

  1/ See subheading 9906.98.02.
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6203 (con.) Men's or boys' suits, ensembles, suit-type 
jackets, blazers, trousers, bib and brace
overalls, breeches and shorts (other than
swimwear) (con.):

Ensembles:
6203.21.00 Of wool or fine animal hair.............. ........ The rate ap- Free (CA,IL) The rate 

 plicable to The rate  applicable
 each garment  applicable to  to each
 in the en-  each garment in  garment in
 semble if  the ensemble if  the ensem-
 separately  separately  ble if
 entered 1/  entered (MX)  separately

  entered
 10 Garments described in 

heading 6201...................(434) doz.   v
kg

 15 Jackets and blazers described
in heading 6203................(433) doz.   v

kg

 20 Trousers, breeches and shorts..(447) doz.   v
kg

 30 Shirts.........................(440) doz.   v
kg

 60 Other..........................(459) doz.   v
kg

6203.22 Of cotton:
6203.22.10  00 Judo, karate and other oriental

martial arts uniforms..........(359) doz....v 7.8% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%
kg

6203.22.30 Other............................... ........ The rate ap- Free (CA,IL) The rate 
 plicable to The rate  applicable
 each garment  applicable  to each
 in the en-  to each garment  garment in
 semble if  in the en-  the en-
 separately  semble if  semble if
 entered  separately  separately

 entered (MX)  entered
 10 Garments described in

heading 6201..............(334) doz.   v
kg

 15 Jackets and blazers described
in heading 6203...........(333) doz.   v

kg

 20 Trousers and breeches.....(347) doz.   v
kg

 30 Shorts....................(347) doz.   v
kg

 50 Shirts....................(340) doz.   v
kg

 60 Other.....................(359) doz.   v
kg

  1/ See subheading 9906.98.02.
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6203 (con.) Men's or boys' suits, ensembles, suit-type 
jackets, blazers, trousers, bib and brace
overalls, breeches and shorts (other than
swimwear) (con.):

Ensembles (con.):
6203.23.00 Of synthetic fibers...................... ........ The rate ap- Free (CA,IL) The rate

 plicable to The rate  applicable
 each garment  applicable to  to each 

  in the en-  each garment in  garment in
  semble if  the ensemble if  the ensem-

 separately  separately  ble if
 entered 1/  entered (MX)  separately

 entered
Containing 36 percent or more
by weight of wool or fine 
animal hair:

 10 Garments described in 
heading 6201..............(434) doz.   v

kg

 15 Jackets and blazers described
in heading 6203...........(433) doz.   v

kg

 20 Trousers, breeches
and shorts................(447) doz.   v

kg

  30 Shirts....................(440) doz.   v
kg 

 40 Other.....................(459) doz.   v
kg

Other:
 50 Garments described in

heading 6201..............(634) doz.   v
kg

 55 Jackets and blazers described
in heading 6203...........(633) doz.   v

kg

 60 Trousers and breeches.....(647) doz.   v
kg

 70 Shorts....................(647) doz.   v
kg

 80 Shirts....................(640) doz.   v
kg

 90 Other.....................(659) doz.   v
kg

  1/ See subheading 9906.98.02.
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6203 (con.) Men's or boys' suits, ensembles, suit-type 
jackets, blazers, trousers, bib and brace
overalls, breeches and shorts (other than 
swimwear) (con.):

Ensembles (con.):
6203.29 Of other textile materials:
6203.29.20 Of artificial fibers................ ........ The rate ap- Free (CA,IL) The rate 

 plicable to The rate  applicable
 each garment  applicable  to each
 in the en-  to each garment  garment  
 semble if  in the en-  in the en-
 separately  semble if  semble if
 entered 1/  separately  separately

 entered (MX)  entered 
 10 Garments described in

heading 6201..............(634) doz.   v
kg

 20 Jackets and blazers described
in heading 6203...........(633) doz.   v

kg
 30 Trousers and breeches.....(647) doz.   v

kg
 35 Shorts....................(647) doz.   v

kg
 50 Shirts....................(640) doz.   v

kg
 60 Other.....................(659) doz.   v

kg

6203.29.30   Other............................... ........ The rate ap- Free (CA,E*,IL, The rate 
 plicable to       J*)     applicable
 each garment The rate  to each
 in the en-  applicable  garment 
 semble if  to each garment   in the en-
 separately  in the ensemble   

 semble if
 entered  if separately  separately

 entered (MX)  entered
Garments described in 
heading 6201:

 10 Containing 70 percent or
more by weight of silk or
silk waste...........(734) doz.   v

kg
 20 Other................(834) doz.   v

kg
Jackets and blazers described
in heading 6203:

 26 Containing 70 percent or 
more by weight of silk or 
silk waste...........(733) doz.   v

kg
 28 Other................(833) doz.   v

kg
Trousers, breeches and shorts:

 30 Containing 70 percent or 
more by weight of silk or 
silk waste...........(747) doz.   v

kg
 Other:
 46 Trousers and

breeches........(847) doz.   v
kg

  48 Shorts..........(847) doz.   v
kg

Shirts:
 50 Containing 70 percent or

more by weight of silk or
silk waste...........(740) doz.   v

kg
 60 Other................(840) doz.   v

kg
Other:

 70 Containing 70 percent or
more by weight of silk or 
silk waste...........(759) doz.   v

kg
 80 Other................(859) doz.   v

kg

  1/ See subheading 9906.98.02.
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6203 (con.) Men's or boys' suits, ensembles, suit-type 
jackets, blazers, trousers, bib and brace
overalls, breeches and shorts (other than 
swimwear) (con.):

Suit-type jackets and blazers:
6203.31.00   Of wool or fine animal hair.............. ........ 19.8% 1/ Free (CA,IL) 59.5%

8.8% (MX)
 10 For suits described in Note 

3(a)...........................(443) No.    v
kg

 20 Other..........................(433) doz.   v
kg

6203.32 Of cotton:
6203.32.10  00 Containing 36 percent or

more by weight of flax fibers..(333) doz....v 2.9% Free (CA,IL,MX) 35%
kg

6203.32.20 Other.............................. ........ 9.7% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

Corduroy:
 10 Men's................(333) doz.   v

kg
 20 Boys'................(333) doz.   v

kg
 30 Blue denim................(333) doz.   v

kg
Other:

 40 Men's................(333) doz.   v
kg

 50 Boys'................(333) doz.   v
kg

6203.33 Of synthetic fibers:
6203.33.10 Containing 36 percent or more

by weight of wool or fine 
animal hair........................ ........ 22% 1/ Free (CA,IL) 59.5%

8.8% (MX)
  Men's:
 30 For suits described in

Note 3(a)............(443) No.    v
kg

 40 Other................(433) doz.   v
kg

  Boys':
 50 For suits described in

Note 3(a)............(443) No.    v
kg

 60 Other................(433) doz.   v
kg

6203.33.20 Other............................... ........ 28.2% 1/ Free (CA,IL,MX) 77.5%

 10 Men's.....................(633) doz.   v
kg

 20 Boys'.....................(633) doz.   v
kg

6203.39 Of other textile materials:
Of artificial fibers:

6203.39.10   Containing 36 percent or more
by weight of wool or fine 
animal hair.................... ........ 22% 1/ Free (CA,IL) 59.5%

8.8% (MX)
 10 For suits described in

Note 3(a)............(443) No.    v
kg

 20 Other................(433) doz.   v
kg

6203.39.20    Other.......................... ........ 28.2% 1/ Free (CA,IL,MX) 77.5%

 10 Men's................(633) doz.   v
kg

 20 Boys'................(633) doz.   v
kg

  1/ See subheading 9906.98.02.
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6203 (con.) Men's or boys' suits, ensembles, suit-type 
jackets, blazers, trousers, bib and brace
overalls, breeches and shorts (other than 
swimwear) (con.):

Suit-type jackets and blazers (con.):
6203.39 Of other textile materials (con.):
(con.)
6203.39.50  00 Containing 70 percent or

more by weight of silk or
silk waste.....................(733) doz....v 4% Free (CA,E,IL, 35%

kg       J,MX)

6203.39.90 Other............................... ........ 6.7% 1/ Free (CA,E*,IL, 35%
      MX)

 10 Subject to cotton 
restraints................(333) doz.   v

kg
 20 Subject to wool

restraints................(433) doz.   v
kg

 30 Subject to man-made fiber
restraints................(633) doz.   v

kg
 60 Other.....................(833) doz.   v

kg

Trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches
and shorts:

6203.41 Of wool or fine animal hair:
Trousers, breeches and shorts:

6203.41.05 Trousers and breeches,
containing elastomeric
fiber, water resistant,
without belt loops,
weighing more than 9 kg
per dozen...................... ........ 7.6% Free (CA,IL,MX) 52.9¢/kg +

 58.5%
 10 Men's................(447) doz.   v

kg
 20 Boys'................(447) doz.   v

kg

6203.41.15 Other.......................... ........ 47.4¢/kg + Free (CA,IL,MX) 52.9¢/kg +
 18.6%  58.5%

Trousers and breeches:
 10 Men's...........(447) doz.   v

kg
 20 Boys'...........(447) doz.   v

kg
 30 Shorts...............(447) doz.   v

kg

6203.41.20  00 Bib and brace overalls.........(459) doz....v l2.8% Free (CA,IL,MX) 63%
kg

6203.42 Of cotton:
6203.42.10  00 Containing 15 percent or more by

weight of down and waterfowl 
plumage and of which down 
comprises 35 percent or more by
weight; containing 10 percent
or more by weight of down........... doz....v 2.4% Free (CA,IL,MX) 60%

kg

  1/ See subheading 9906.98.02.
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6203 (con.) Men's or boys' suits, ensembles, suit-type 
jackets, blazers, trousers, bib and brace
overalls, breeches and shorts (other than 
swimwear) (con.):

Trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches
and shorts (con.):

6203.42 Of cotton (con.):
(con.)

Other:
6203.42.20 Bib and brace overalls......... ........ 10.6% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

 05 Insulated, for cold 
weather protection...(359) doz.   v

kg
Other:

 10 Men's...........(359) doz.   v
kg

Boys', sizes 2-7:
 25 Imported as

parts of
playsuits..(237) doz.   v

kg
 50 Other......(237) doz.   v

kg
 90 Other...........(359) doz.   v

kg                                                        
6203.42.40 Other.......................... ........ 17.2% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

Trousers and 
breeches:

Men's:
 05 Corduroy...(347) doz.   v

kg
 10 Blue denim.(347) doz.   v

kg
 15 Other......(347) doz.   v

kg
    Boys':

Corduroy:
 20 Imported as

parts of
playsuits
......(237) doz.   v

kg
 25 Other.(347) doz.   v

kg
Blue denim:

 30 Imported as
parts of
playsuits
......(237) doz.   v

kg
 35 Other.(347) doz.   v

kg
Other:

 40 Imported as
parts of 
playsuits
......(237) doz.   v

kg
 45 Other.(347) doz.   v

kg
Shorts:

 50 Men's...........(347) doz.   v
kg

Boys':
 55 Imported as 

parts of
playsuits..(237) doz.   v

kg
 60 Other......(347) doz.   v

kg
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6203 (con.) Men's or boys' suits, ensembles, suit-type 
jackets, blazers, trousers, bib and brace
overalls, breeches and shorts (other than
swimwear) (con.):

Trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches
and shorts (con.):

6203.43 Of synthetic fibers:
6203.43.10  00 Containing 15 percent or more by

weight of down and waterfowl 
plumage and of which down 
comprises 35 percent or more by
weight; containing 10 percent
or more by weight of down........... doz....v 2.4% Free (CA,IL,MX) 60%

kg
Other:

Bib and brace overalls:
6203.43.15  00 Water resistant......(659) doz....v 7.4% Free (CA,IL,MX) 65%

kg 

6203.43.20 Other..................... ........ l6% Free (CA,IL,MX) 76%

 05 Insulated, for cold 
weather protection
................(659) doz.   v

kg
Other:

 10 Men's......(659) doz.   v
kg

Boys', sizes
2-7:

 25 Imported 
as parts
of play-
suits.(237) doz.   v

kg
 50 Other.(237) doz.   v

kg
 90 Other......(659) doz.   v

kg 
Other:

6203.43.25  00 Certified hand-loomed
and folklore products(647) doz....v 12.6% Free (CA,IL,MX) 76%

kg
Other:

6203.43.30 Containing 36 
percent or more by
weight of wool or 
fine animal hair..... ........ 51.2¢/kg + Free (CA,IL,MX) 52.9¢/kg +

 20.4%  58.5%

Trousers
and breeches:

 10 Men's.(447) doz.   v
kg

 20 Boys'.(447) doz.   v
kg

 30 Shorts.....(447) doz.   v
kg

Other:
6203.43.35  00 Water resistant

trousers or
breeches...(647) doz....v 7.4% Free (CA,IL,MX) 65%

kg

6203.43.40    Other........... ........ 28.8%  Free (CA,IL,MX)    
90%

     Trousers and
     breeches:

 10       Men's...
 .....(647) doz.   v

kg
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6203 (con.) Men's or boys' suits, ensembles, suit-type 
jackets, blazers, trousers, bib and brace
overalls, breeches and shorts (other than
swimwear) (con.):
    Trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches
    and shorts (con.):

6203.43    Of synthetic fibers (con.):
(con.)

       Other (con.):
 Other (con.):

Other (con.):
    Other (con.):

6203.43.40    Other (con.):
(con.)

  Trousers and
  breeches (con.):

   Boys':
 15 Imported as

parts of
playsuits
......(237) doz.   v

kg
 20 Other.(647) doz.   v

kg
  Shorts:

 30  Men's.....(647) doz.   v
kg

   Boys':
 35 Imported as

parts of
playsuits
......(237) doz.   v

          kg
 40 Other.(647) doz.   v

kg
6203.49    Of other textile materials:

  Of artificial fibers:
6203.49.10    Bib and brace overalls............. ........ l2.8% Free (CA,IL,MX) 76%

 05 Insulated, for cold 
weather protection........(659) doz.   v

kg
Other:

 10 Men's................(659) doz.   v
kg

Boys', sizes 2-7:
 25 Imported as parts

of playsuits....(237) doz.   v
kg

 50 Other...........(237) doz.   v
kg

 90 Other................(659) doz.   v
kg                                                        

 Trousers, breeches and shorts:
6203.49.15  00 Certified hand-loomed

and folklore products.....(647) doz....v 12.6% Free (CA,IL,MX) 76%
kg

6203.49.20   Other.......................... ........ 28.8% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

 05 Containing 36 percent or
more by weight of wool
or fine animal hair..(447) doz.   v

kg
Other:

Trousers and
breeches:

 15 Men's......(647) doz.   v
kg

Boys':
 20 Imported

as parts of
playsuits
......(237) doz.   v

kg
 30 Other.(647) doz.   v

kg
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6203 (con.) Men's or boys' suits, ensembles, suit-type 
jackets, blazers, trousers, bib and brace
overalls, breeches and shorts (other than
swimwear) (con.):

Trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches
and shorts (con.):

6203.49 Of other textile materials (con.):
(con.)

Of artificial fibers (con.):
Trousers, breeches and 
shorts (con.):

6203.49.20   Other (con.):
(con.)

Shorts:
 45 Men's......(647) doz.   v

kg
Boys':

 50 Imported
as parts of
playsuits
......(237) doz.   v

kg
 60 Other.(647) doz.   v

kg

6203.49.40 Containing 70 percent or more by
weight of silk or silk waste........ ........ 1.5% Free (CA,E,IL, 35%

      J,MX)
 10 Bib and brace overalls....(759) doz.   v

kg
 20 Trousers and breeches.....(747) doz.   v

kg
 30 Shorts....................(747) doz.   v

kg

6203.49.80 Other............................... ........ 2.9% Free (CA,E*,IL, 35%
      MX)

 10 Bib and brace overalls....(859) doz.   v
kg

Trousers and breeches:
 20 Subject to cotton

restraints...........(347) doz.   v
kg

 25 Subject to wool 
restraints...........(447) doz.   v

kg
 30 Subject to man-made 

fiber restraints.....(647) doz.   v
kg

 45 Other................(847) doz.   v
kg

 60 Shorts....................(847) doz.   v
kg
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6204 Women's or girls' suits, ensembles, suit-type 
jackets, blazers, dresses, skirts, divided 
skirts, trousers, bib and brace overalls, 
breeches and shorts (other than swimwear):

Suits:
6204.11.00  00 Of wool or fine animal hair.........(444) No.....v 15.5% 1/ Free (CA,IL) 58.5%

kg 6.8% (MX)

6204.12.00     Of cotton................................ ........ 16% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

 10 Jackets imported as parts of
suits..........................(335) doz.   v

kg
 20 Skirts and divided skirts imported

as parts of suits..............(342) doz.   v
kg

 30 Trousers, breeches and shorts
imported as parts of suits.....(348) doz.   v

kg
 40 Waistcoats imported as parts 

of suits.......................(359) doz.   v
kg

6204.13 Of synthetic fibers:
6204.13.10  00 Containing 36 percent or more

by weight of wool or fine 
animal hair....................(444) No.....v 17% 1/ Free (CA,IL) 58.5%

kg 6.8% (MX)

6204.13.20     Other............................... ........ 36.4¢/kg + Free (CA,IL,MX) 37.5¢/kg +
   26.7% 1/  76%

 10 Women's...................(644) No     v
kg

 20 Girls'....................(644) No     v
kg

6204.19 Of other textile materials:
Of artificial fibers:

6204.19.10  00 Containing 36 percent or more
by weight of wool or fine 
animal hair...............(444) No.....v 17% 1/ Free (CA,IL) 58.5%

kg 6.8% (MX)

6204.19.20  00 Other.....................(644) No.....v 36.4¢/kg + Free (CA,IL,MX) 37.5¢/kg +
kg  26.7% 1/  76%

6204.19.40  00 Containing 70 percent or more
by weight of silk or silk
waste..........................(744) No.....v 4% Free (CA,E,IL, 65%

kg       J,MX)

  1/ See subheading 9906.98.03.
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6204 (con.) Women's or girls' suits, ensembles, suit-type 
jackets, blazers, dresses, skirts, divided 
skirts, trousers, bib and brace overalls, 
breeches and shorts (other than swimwear) (con.):

Suits (con.):
6204.19 Of other textile materials (con.):
(con.)
6204.19.80 Other............................... ........ 6.7% 1/ Free (CA,E*,IL, 65%

      MX)
    Subject to cotton 

restraints:
 10 Jackets imported as

parts of suits.......(335) doz.   v
kg

 20 Skirts and divided 
skirts imported as
parts of suits.......(342) doz.   v

kg
 30 Trousers, breeches 

and shorts imported
as parts of suits....(348) doz.   v

kg
 40 Waistcoats imported 

as parts of suits....(359) doz.   v
kg

 50 Subject to wool 
restraints................(444) No.    v

kg
 60 Subject to man-made fiber

restraints................(644) No.    v
kg

 90 Other.....................(844) No.    v
kg

Ensembles: 
6204.21.00 Of wool or fine animal hair.............. ........   The rate ap- Free (CA,IL) The rate

 plicable to The rate  applicable
 each garment  applicable to  to each
 in the en-  each garment  garment in
 semble if  in the en-  the en-
 separately  semble if  semble if
 entered 1/  separately  separately

 entered (MX)  entered
 10 Garments described in heading

6202; jackets and blazers des-
cribed in heading 6204.........(435) doz.   v

kg

 30 Skirts and divided skirts......(442) doz.   v
kg

 40 Trousers, breeches and shorts..(448) doz.   v
kg

 60 Blouses and shirts.............(440) doz.   v
kg

 70 Other..........................(459) doz.   v
kg

  1/ See subheading 9906.98.03.
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6204 (con.) Women's or girls' suits, ensembles, suit-type 
jackets, blazers, dresses, skirts, divided 
skirts, trousers, bib and brace overalls, 
breeches and shorts (other than swimwear) (con.):

Ensembles (con.):
6204.22 Of cotton:
6204.22.10  00 Judo, karate and other oriental

martial arts uniforms..........(359) doz....v 7.8% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%
kg

6204.22.30 Other............................... ........ The rate ap- Free (CA,IL) The rate
 plicable to The rate  applicable
 each garment  applicable to  to each
 in the en-  each garment  garment in
 semble if  in the en-  the en-
 separately  semble if  semble if
 entered  separately  separately

 entered (MX)  entered
 10 Garments described in heading

6202; jackets and blazers des-
cribed in heading 6204....(335) doz.   v

kg

 30 Skirts and divided skirts.(342) doz.   v
kg

 40 Trousers and breeches.....(348) doz.   v
kg

 50 Shorts....................(348) doz.   v
kg

   Blouses and shirts:
 60 With two or more colors

in the warp and/or 
filling..............(341) doz.   v

kg

 65 Other................(341) doz.   v
kg

 70 Other.....................(359) doz.   v
kg

6204.23.00 Of synthetic fibers...................... ........ The rate ap- Free (CA,IL) The rate
 plicable to The rate  applicable
 each garment  applicable to  to each
 in the en-  each garment  garment in
 semble if  in the en-  the en-
 separately  semble if  semble if
 entered 1/  separately  separately

 entered (MX)  entered
Containing 36 percent or more
by weight of wool or fine
animal hair:

 05 Garments described in heading
6202; jackets and blazers des-
cribed in heading 6204....(435) doz.   v

kg

 10 Skirts and divided skirts.(442) doz.   v
kg

  1/ See subheading 9906.98.03.
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6204 (con.) Women's or girls' suits, ensembles, suit-type
jackets, blazers, dresses, skirts, divided
skirts, trousers, bib and brace overalls,
breeches and shorts (other than swimwear) (con.):

Ensembles (con.):
6204.23.00 Of synthetic fibers (con.):
(con.)

Containing 36 percent or more
by weight of wool or fine
animal hair (con.):

 15 Trousers, breeches and 
shorts....................(448) doz.   v

kg
 20 Blouses and shirts........(440) doz.   v

kg

 25 Other.....................(459) doz.   v
kg

Other:
 30 Garments described in heading

6202; jackets and blazers des-
cribed in heading 6204....(635) doz.   v

kg
 35 Skirts and divided skirts.(642) doz.   v

kg

 40 Trousers and breeches.....(648) doz.   v
kg

 45 Shorts....................(648) doz.   v
kg

Blouses and shirts:
 50 With two or more

colors in the warp
and/or filling.......(641) doz.   v

kg
 55 Other................(641) doz.   v

kg

 60 Other.....................(659) doz.   v
kg

6204.29 Of other textile materials:
6204.29.20 Of artificial fibers................ ........ The rate ap- Free (CA,IL) The rate

 plicable to The rate  applicable
 each garment  applicable to  to each
 in the en-  each garment  garment in
 semble if  in the en-  the en-
 separately  semble if  semble if
 entered 1/  separately  separately

 entered (MX)  entered
 10 Garments described in heading

6202; jackets and blazers des-
cribed in heading 6204....(635) doz.   v

kg
 15 Skirts and divided skirts.(642) doz.   v

kg

 20 Trousers and breeches.....(648) doz.   v
kg

 25 Shorts....................(648) doz.   v
kg

   Blouses and shirts:
 30 With two or more colors

in the warp and/or
filling..............(641) doz.   v

kg
 40 Other................(641) doz.   v

kg
 50 Other.....................(659) doz.   v

kg

  1/ See subheading 9906.98.03.
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6204 (con.) Women's or girls' suits, ensembles, suit-type
jackets, blazers, dresses, skirts, divided
skirts, trousers, bib and brace overalls,
breeches and shorts (other than swimwear) (con.):

Ensembles (con.):
6204.29 Of other textile materials (con.):
(con.)
6204.29.40   Other............................... ........ The rate ap- Free (CA,E*,IL, The rate

 plicable to       J*)  applicable
 each garment The rate  to each
 in the en-  applicable to  garment in
 semble if  each garment in  the en-
 separately  the ensemble if   

 semble if
 entered 1/  separately  separately

 entered (MX)  entered
Garments described in heading
6202; jackets and blazers des-
cribed in heading 6204:

 10 Subject to cotton
restraints...........(335) doz.   v

kg
 12 Subject to wool 

restraints...........(435) doz.   v
kg

 14 Subject to man-made fiber
restraints...........(635) doz.   v

kg
Other:

Of silk:
 16 Containing 70 

percent or more
by weight of 
silk or silk
waste......(735) doz.   v

kg
 18 Other......(835) doz.   v

kg
 20 Other...........(835) doz.   v

kg
Skirts and divided skirts:

 22 Subject to cotton 
restraints...........(342) doz.   v

kg
 24 Subject to wool

restraints...........(442) doz.   v
kg

 26 Subject to man-made fiber
restraints...........(642) doz.   v

kg
Other:

Of silk:
 28 Containing 70 

percent or more 
by weight of
silk or silk 
waste......(742) doz.   v

kg
 30 Other......(842) doz.   v

kg
 32 Other...........(842) doz.   v

kg
Trousers, breeches and shorts:

 34 Subject to cotton
restraints...........(348) doz.   v

kg
 36 Subject to wool

restraints...........(448) doz.   v
kg

 38 Subject to man-made fiber
restraints...........(648) doz.   v

kg

  1/ See subheading 9906.98.03.
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6204 (con.) Women's or girls' suits, ensembles, suit-type
jackets, blazers, dresses, skirts, divided
skirts, trousers, bib and brace overalls,
breeches and shorts (other than swimwear) (con.):

Ensembles (con.):
6204.29 Of other textile materials (con.):
(con.)
6204.29.40 Other (con.):
(con.)

Trousers, breeches and
shorts (con.):

Other:
Of silk:

 40 Containing 70
percent or more
by weight
of silk or
silk waste.(748) doz.   v

kg
 Other:
 41 Trousers 

and
breeches
......(847) doz.   v

kg
  43 Shorts.....

......(847) doz.   v
kg

 Other:
 47 Trousers and

breeches...(847) doz.   v
kg

  49 Shorts.....(847) doz.   v
kg

Blouses and shirts:
 70 Subject to cotton 

restraints...........(341) doz.   v
kg

 72 Subject to wool
restraints...........(440) doz.   v

kg
 74 Subject to man-made fiber

restraints...........(641) doz.   v
kg

Other:
Of silk:

 76 Containing 70
percent or
more by weight
of silk or
silk waste.(741) doz.   v

kg
 78 Other......(840) doz.   v

kg
 80 Other...........(840) doz.   v

kg
    Other:
 82 Subject to cotton

restraints...........(359) doz.   v
kg

 84  Subject to wool
restraints...........(459) doz.   v

kg
 86 Subject to man-made fiber

restraints...........(659) doz.   v
kg

Other:
Of silk:

 88 Containing 70
percent or
more by weight
of silk or
silk waste.(759) doz.   v

kg
 90 Other......(859) doz.   v

kg
 92 Other...........(859) doz.   v

kg
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6204 (con.) Women's or girls' suits, ensembles, suit-type
jackets, blazers, dresses, skirts, divided
skirts, trousers, bib and brace overalls,
breeches and shorts (other than swimwear) (con.):

Suit-type jackets and blazers:
6204.31 Of wool or fine animal hair:
6204.31.10   Containing 30 percent or more

by weight of silk or silk waste..... ........ 7.5% 1/ Free (CA,IL) 65%
3% (MX)

 10 Women's...................(435) doz.   v
kg

 20 Girls'....................(435) doz.   v
kg

6204.31.20   Other............................... ........ 23.2¢/kg + Free (CA,IL) 46.3¢/kg +
 19.2% 1/ 9% (MX)  58.5%

 10 Women's...................(435) doz.   v  
kg

 20 Girls'....................(435) doz.   v
kg

6204.32 Of cotton:
6204.32.10  00 Containing 36 percent or

more by weight of flax fibers..(335) doz....v 2.9% Free (CA,IL,MX) 35%
kg

6204.32.20 Other............................... ........ 9.7% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

Corduroy:
 10 Women's..............(335) doz.   v

kg
 20 Girls'...............(335) doz.   v

kg
Other:

 30 Women's..............(335) doz.   v
kg

 40 Girls'...............(335) doz.   v
kg

6204.33 Of synthetic fibers:
6204.33.10  00 Containing 30 percent or more

by weight of silk or silk
waste..........................(635) doz....v 7.3% 1/ Free (CA,IL,MX) 65%

kg

6204.33.20  00 Containing 36 percent or
more by weight of flax fibers..(635) doz....v 2.9% 1/ Free (CA,IL,MX) 35%

kg
6204.33.40   Containing 36 percent or more

by weight of wool or fine 
animal hair......................... ........ 46.3¢/kg + Free (CA,IL) 46.3¢/kg +

 21% 1/ 8.8% (MX)  58.5%

 10 Women's...................(435) doz.   v 
kg

 20 Girls'....................(435) doz.   v
kg

6204.33.50 Other............................... ........ 28.2% 1/ Free (CA,IL,MX) 77.5%

 10 Women's...................(635) doz.   v
kg

 20 Girls'....................(635) doz.   v
kg

  1/ See subheading 9906.98.03.
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6204 (con.) Women's or girls' suits, ensembles, suit-type
jackets, blazers, dresses, skirts, divided
skirts, trousers, bib and brace overalls,
breeches and shorts (other than swimwear) (con.):

Suit-type jackets and blazers (con.):
6204.39 Of other textile materials: 

Of artificial fibers:
6204.39.20   Containing 36 percent or more

by weight of wool or fine 
animal hair.................... ........ 41.7¢/kg + Free (CA,IL) 46.3¢/kg +

 18.9% 1/ 8.9% (MX)  58.5%

 10 Women's..............(435) doz.   v
kg

 20 Girls'...............(435) doz.   v
kg

6204.39.30   Other.......................... ........ 28.2% 1/ Free (CA,IL,MX) 77.5%

 10 Women's..............(635) doz.   v
kg

 20 Girls'...............(635) doz.   v
kg

Other:
6204.39.60  00 Containing 70 percent

or more by weight of
  silk or silk waste........(735) doz....v 3.8% Free (A,CA,E,IL, 65%

kg       J,MX)

6204.39.80   Other.......................... ........ 6.5% 1/ Free (CA,E*,IL, 65%
      MX)

 10 Subject to cotton 
restraints...........(335) doz.   v

kg
 20 Subject to wool

restraints...........(435) doz.   v
kg

 30 Subject to man-made fiber
restraints...........(635) doz.   v

kg
Other:

 50 Of silk.........(835) doz.   v
kg

 60 Other...........(835) doz.   v
kg

Dresses:
6204.41 Of wool or fine animal hair:
6204.41.10  00 Containing 30 percent or more

by weight of silk or silk
waste..........................(436) doz....v 7.4% Free (CA,IL) 90%

kg 3% (MX)

6204.41.20   Other............................... ........ 15.3% Free (CA,IL) 58.5%
6.8% (MX)

 10 Women's...................(436) doz.   v
kg

 20 Girls'....................(436) doz.   v
kg

6204.42 Of cotton:
6204.42.10  00 Certified hand-loomed

and folklore products..........(336) doz....v 12.2% Free (CA,E,IL, 90%
kg       MX)

Other:
6204.42.20  00 Containing 36 percent or

more by weight of flax
fibers....................(336) doz....v 5.7% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

kg

  1/ See subheading 9906.98.03.
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6204 (con.) Women's or girls' suits, ensembles, suit-type 
jackets, blazers, dresses, skirts, divided 
skirts, trousers, bib and brace overalls, 
breeches and shorts (other than swimwear) (con.):

Dresses (con.):
6204.42 Of cotton (con.):
(con.)

Other (con.):
6204.42.30 Other.......................... ........ 10.5% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

Corduroy:
 10 Women's.........(336) doz.   v

kg
 20 Girls'..........(336) doz.   v

kg
Other:

With two or more
colors in the warp
and/or the filling:

 30 Women's....(336) doz.   v
kg

 40 Girls'.....(336) doz.   v
kg

Other:
 50 Women's....(336) doz.   v

kg
 60 Girls'.....(336) doz.   v

kg

6204.43 Of synthetic fibers:
6204.43.10  00 Certified hand-loomed

and folklore products..........(636) doz....v 11.6% Free (CA,E,IL, 76%
kg       MX)

Other:
6204.43.20  00 Containing 30 percent or more

by weight of silk or silk
waste.....................(636) doz....v 7.3% Free (CA,IL,MX) 65%

kg

6204.43.30   Containing 36 percent or more
by weight of wool or fine 
animal hair.................... ........ 16% Free (CA,IL) 58.5%

6.8% (MX)
 10 Women's..............(436) doz.   v

kg
 20 Girls'...............(436) doz.   v

kg

6204.43.40 Other.......................... ........ 16.5% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

  With two or more colors
in the warp and/or the
filling:

 10 Women's.........(636) doz.   v
kg

 20 Girls'..........(636) doz.   v
kg

Other:
 30 Women's.........(636) doz.   v

kg
 40 Girls'..........(636) doz.   v

kg
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6204 (con.) Women's or girls' suits, ensembles, suit-
type jackets, blazers, dresses, skirts,
divided skirts, trousers, bib and brace 
overalls, breeches and shorts (other than
swimwear) (con.):

Dresses (con.):
6204.44 Of artificial fibers:
6204.44.20  00 Certified hand-loomed

and folklore products..........(636) doz....v 11.6% Free (CA,E,IL, 76%
kg       MX)

Other:
6204.44.30   Containing 36 percent or more

by weight of wool or fine 
animal hair.................... ........ 12.8% Free (CA,IL) 58.5%

6.8% (MX)
 10 Women's..............(436) doz.   v

kg

 20 Girls'...............(436) doz.   v
    kg

6204.44.40   Other.......................... ........ 16.5% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

 10 Women's..............(636) doz.   v
kg

 20 Girls'...............(636) doz.   v
kg

6204.49 Of other textile materials:
6204.49.10  00 Containing 70 percent or more by

  weight of silk or silk waste...(736) doz....v 7.2% Free (A,CA,E,IL, 65%
kg       J,MX)

6204.49.50   Other............................... ........ 7.2% Free (CA,E*,IL, 65%
      MX)

 10 Subject to cotton 
restraints................(336) doz.   v

kg

 20 Subject to wool
restraints................(436) doz.   v

kg

 30 Subject to man-made fiber
restraints................(636) doz.   v

kg
Other:

 50 Of silk..............(836) doz.   v
kg

 60 Other................(836) doz.   v
kg
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6204 (con.) Women's or girls' suits, ensembles, suit-
type jackets, blazers, dresses, skirts,
divided skirts, trousers, bib and brace 
overalls, breeches and shorts (other than
swimwear) (con.):

Skirts and divided skirts:
6204.51.00 Of wool or fine animal hair.............. ........ 15.5% Free (CA,IL) 90%

6.8% (MX)
 10 Women's........................(442) doz.   v

kg

 20 Girls'.........................(442) doz.   v
kg

6204.52 Of cotton:
6204.52.10  00 Certified hand-loomed

and folklore products..........(342) doz....v 8.2% Free (CA,E,IL, 90%
kg       MX)

6204.52.20 Other............................... ........ 8.4% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

Corduroy:
 10 Women's..............(342) doz.   v

kg

 20 Girls'...............(342) doz.   v
kg

Blue denim:
 30 Women's..............(342) doz.   v

kg

 40 Girls'...............(342) doz.   v
kg

Other:
 70 Women's..............(342) doz.   v

kg

 80 Girls'...............(342) doz.   v 
kg

6204.53 Of synthetic fibers:
6204.53.10  00 Certified hand-loomed

and folklore products..........(642) doz....v 11.6% Free (CA,E,IL, 76%
kg       MX)

Other:
6204.53.20   Containing 36 percent or more

by weight of wool or fine 
animal hair.................... ........ 16% Free (CA,IL) 90%

6.8% (MX)
 10 Women's..............(442) doz.   v

kg

 20 Girls'...............(442) doz.   v
kg  
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6204 (con.) Women's or girls' suits, ensembles, suit-
type jackets, blazers, dresses, skirts,
divided skirts, trousers, bib and brace 
overalls, breeches and shorts (other than
swimwear) (con.):

Skirts and divided skirts (con.):
6204.53 Of synthetic fibers (con.):
(con.)

Other (con.):
6204.53.30 Other.......................... ........ 16.5% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

 10 Women's..............(642) doz.   v
kg

 20 Girls'...............(642) doz.   v
kg

6204.59 Of other textile materials:
Of artificial fibers:

6204.59.10  00 Certified hand-loomed
and folklore products.....(642) doz....v 11.6% Free (CA,E,IL, 76%

kg       MX)
Other:

6204.59.20   Containing 36 percent 
or more by weight 
of wool or fine
animal hair............... ........ 16% Free (CA,IL) 90%

6.8% (MX)
 10 Women's.........(442) doz.   v

kg

 20 Girls'..........(442) doz.   v
kg  

6204.59.30   Other..................... ........ 16.5% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

 10 Women's.........(642) doz.   v
kg

 20 Girls'..........(642) doz.   v
kg

6204.59.40   Other............................... ........ 6.9% Free (CA,E*,IL, 65%
      J*,MX)

 10 Subject to cotton
restraints................(342) doz.   v

kg
 20 Subject to wool

restraints................(442) doz.   v
kg

 30 Subject to man-made fiber
restraints................(642) doz.   v

kg
Other:

Of silk:
 40 Containing 70

percent or more
by weight of silk 
or silk waste...(742) doz.   v

kg

 50 Other...........(842) doz.   v
kg

 60 Other................(842) doz.   v
 kg
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6204 (con.) Women's or girls' suits, ensembles, suit-
type jackets, blazers, dresses, skirts,
divided skirts, trousers, bib and brace 
overalls, breeches and shorts (other than
swimwear) (con.):

Trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches
and shorts:

6204.61 Of wool or fine animal hair:
6204.61.10 Trousers and breeches, containing

elastomeric fiber, water resistant,
without belt loops, weighing more 
than 6 kg per dozen................. ........ 7.6% Free (CA,IL) 58.5%

3% (MX)
 10 Women's...................(448) doz.   v

kg
 20 Girls'....................(448) doz.   v

kg
6204.61.90 Other............................... ........ 15.3% Free (CA,IL) 58.5%

6.8% (MX)
Trousers and breeches:

 10 Women's..............(448) doz.   v
kg

 20 Girls'...............(448) doz.   v
kg

 30 Shorts....................(448) doz.   v
kg

 40 Bib and brace overalls....(459) doz.   v
       kg
6204.62 Of cotton:
6204.62.10  00 Containing 15 percent or more by

weight of down and waterfowl 
plumage and of which down 
comprises 35 percent or more by
weight; containing 10 percent
or more by weight of down........... doz....v 2.4% Free (CA,IL,MX) 60%

kg
Other:

6204.62.20 Bib and brace overalls......... ........ 9.2% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

 05 Insulated, for cold
weather protection...(359) doz.   v

kg
Other:

 10 Women's.........(359) doz.   v
kg

 Girls':
 25 Imported as

parts of play-
suits......(237) doz.   v

kg
 50 Other......(237) doz.   v

kg
Other:

6204.62.30  00 Certified hand-loomed and 
folklore products....(348) doz....v 7.3% Free (CA,E,IL, 37.5%

kg       MX)
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6204 (con.) Women's or girls' suits, ensembles, suit-type 
jackets, blazers, dresses, skirts, divided 
skirts, trousers, bib and brace overalls, 
breeches and shorts (other than swimwear) (con.):

Trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches 
and shorts (con.):

6204.62 Of cotton (con.):
(con.)

Other (con.):
Other (con.):

6204.62.40 Other..................... ........ 17.2% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

Trousers
and breeches:

Women's:
 05 Cordu-

roy...(348) doz.   v
kg

 10 Blue
denim.(348) doz.   v

kg
 20 Other.(348) doz.   v

kg
Girls':

Corduroy:
 25 Im-

port-
ed as
parts
of
play
suits
.(237) doz.   v

kg
 30 Other

.(348) doz.   v
kg

Blue
denim:

 35 Impor-
ted as
parts
of
play
suits
.(237) doz.   v

kg
 40 Other

.(348) doz.   v
kg

Other:
 45 Impor-

ted as
parts
of
play
suits
.(237) doz.   v

kg
 50 Other

.(348) doz.   v
kg

Shorts:
 55 Women's....(348) doz.   v

kg
  Girls':
 60      Imported 

as parts
of play-
suits.(237) doz.   v

kg
 65 Other.(348) doz.   v

kg
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6204 (con.) Women's or girls' suits, ensembles, suit-type 
jackets, blazers, dresses, skirts, divided 
skirts, trousers, bib and brace overalls, 
breeches and shorts (other than swimwear) (con.):

Trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches 
and shorts (con.):

6204.63 Of synthetic fibers:
6204.63.10  00 Containing 15 percent or more by

weight of down and waterfowl 
plumage and of which down 
comprises 35 percent or more by
weight; containing 10 percent
or more by weight of down.............. doz....v 2.4% Free (CA,IL,MX) 60%

kg
Other:

Bib and brace overalls:
6204.63.12  00 Water resistant...........(659) doz....v 7.4% Free (CA,IL,MX) 65%

kg

6204.63.15 Other.......................... ........ 16% Free (CA,IL,MX) 76%

 05 Insulated, for cold
weather protection....(659) doz.   v

kg
Other:

 10 Women's...........(659) doz.   v
kg

 Girls':
 25 Imported as

parts of play-
suits.........(237) doz.   v

kg
 50 Other.........(237) doz.   v

kg
Other:

6204.63.20  00 Certified hand-loomed and 
folklore products.........(648) doz....v 11.6% Free (CA,E,IL, 76%

kg       MX)
Other:

6204.63.25   Containing 36 percent or 
more by weight of wool or
fine animal hair........... ........ 15.3% Free (CA,IL) 58.5%

6.8% (MX)
 10 Women's...........(448) doz.   v

kg
 20 Girls'............(448) doz.   v

  kg
Other:

6204.63.30  00 Water resistant 
trousers or
breeches..........(648) doz....v 7.4% Free (CA,IL,MX) 65%

kg

6204.63.35 Other.................. ........ 29.5% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

Trousers and 
breeches:

 10 Women's...(648) doz.   v
kg

  Girls':
 25     Imported

    as parts
    of play-

        suits.(237) doz.   v
kg

 30     Other.(648) doz.   v
kg
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6204 (con.) Women's or girls' suits, ensembles, suit-type 
jackets, blazers, dresses, skirts, divided 
skirts, trousers, bib and brace overalls, 
breeches and shorts (other than swimwear) (con.):

Trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches 
and shorts (con.):

6204.63 Of synthetic fibers (con.):
(con.)

Other (con.):
Other (con.):

Other (con.):
Other (con.):

6204.63.35 Other (con.):
(con.)

Shorts:
 32 Women's...(648) doz.   v

kg
  Girls':
 35     Imported

    as parts 
    of play-

        suits.(237) doz.   v
kg

 40         Other.(648) doz.   v
kg

6204.69 Of other textile materials:
Of artificial fibers:

6204.69.10   Bib and brace overalls............. ........ 15.3% Free (CA,IL,MX) 76%

 05 Insulated, for cold
weather protection........(659) doz.   v

kg
Other:

 10 Women's...............(659) doz.   v
kg

 Girls':
 25 Imported as parts of

playsuits.........(237) doz.   v
kg

 50 Other.............(237) doz.   v
kg

Trousers, breeches and shorts:
6204.69.20   Containing 36 percent or more

by weight of wool or fine
animal hair.................... ........ 15.3% Free (CA,IL) 58.5%

6.8% (MX)
Trousers and breeches:

 10 Women's...........(448) doz.   v
kg

 20 Girls'............(448) doz.   v
  kg 

 30 Shorts................(448) doz.   v
kg

6204.69.25   Other.......................... ........ 29.5% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

Trousers and breeches:
 10 Women's...........(648) doz.   v

kg
Girls':

 20 Imported as parts 
of playsuits..(237) doz.   v

kg
 30 Other.........(648) doz.   v

kg
Shorts:

 40 Women's...........(648) doz.   v
kg

Girls':
 50 Imported as parts 

of playsuits..(237) doz.   v
kg

 60 Other.........(648) doz.   v
 kg
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6204 (con.) Women's or girls' suits, ensembles, suit-type 
jackets, blazers, dresses, skirts, divided 
skirts, trousers, bib and brace overalls, 
breeches and shorts (other than swimwear) (con.):

Trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches 
and shorts (con.):

6204.69 Of other textile materials (con.):
(con.)

  Of silk or silk waste:
6204.69.40 Containing 70 percent or more

by weight of silk or silk
waste.......................... ........ 4.3% Free (CA,E,IL, 65%

      J,MX)
 10 Trousers, breeches and 

shorts...............(748) doz.   v
kg

 20 Bib and brace
overalls.............(759) doz.   v

kg
6204.69.60 Other.......................... ........ 7.3% Free (CA,E*,IL, 65%

      MX) 
Trousers, breeches and 
shorts:

 10 Subject to cotton
restraints......(348) doz.   v

kg
 20 Subject to wool

restraints......(448) doz.   v
kg

 30 Subject to man-
made fiber
restraints......(648) doz.   v

kg
Other:

 40 Trousers and
breeches...(847) doz.   v

kg
 50 Shorts.....(847) doz.   v

kg
 70 Bib and brace

overalls.............(859) doz.   v
kg

6204.69.90   Other............................... ........ 2.9% Free (CA,E*,IL, 35%
      MX)

Trousers, breeches and shorts:
 10 Subject to cotton

restraints...........(348) doz.   v
kg

 20 Subject to wool
restraints...........(448) doz.   v

kg
 30 Subject to man-made 

fiber restraints.....(648) doz.   v
kg

Other:
 44 Trousers and

breeches........(847) doz.   v
kg

 46 Shorts..........(847) doz.   v
kg

 50 Bib and brace overalls....(859) doz.   v
kg 
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6205 Men's or boys' shirts:
6205.10 Of wool or fine animal hair:
6205.10.10  00 Certified hand-loomed

and folklore products...............(440) doz....v 9.5% Free (CA,E,IL, 90%
kg       MX)

6205.10.20   Other................................... ........ 26.4¢/kg + Free (CA,IL,MX) 52.9¢/kg +
 19.2%  45%

 10 Men's..........................(440) doz.   v
kg

 20 Boys'..........................(440) doz.   v
kg

6205.20 Of cotton:
6205.20.10  00 Certified hand-loomed

and folklore products...............(340) doz....v 9% Free (CA,E,IL, 90%
kg       MX)

6205.20.20 Other................................... ........ 20.4% Free (CA,IL,MX) 45%

Dress:
With two or more colors in 
the warp and/or the filling:

 15 Men's................(340) doz.   v
kg

 20 Boys'................(340) doz.   v
kg

Other:
 25 Men's................(340) doz.   v

kg
 30 Boys'................(340) doz.   v

kg
Other:

Corduroy:
 35 Men's................(340) doz.   v

kg
    Boys':
 40 Imported as parts

of playsuits....(237) doz.   v
kg

 45 Other...........(340) doz.   v
  kg

Other:
With two or more colors
in the warp and/or the
filling:

 46 Napped..........(340) doz.   v
kg

Other:
 50 Men's......(340) doz.   v

kg
Boys':

 55 Imported 
as parts
of play-
suits.(237) doz.   v

kg
 60 Other.(340) doz.   v

kg
Other:

 65 Men's...........(340) doz.   v
kg

Boys':
 70 Imported as

parts of
playsuits..(237) doz.   v

kg
 75 Other......(340) doz.   v

kg
6205.30 Of man-made fibers:
6205.30.10  00 Certified hand-loomed

and folklore products...............(640) doz....v 12.6% Free (CA,E,IL, 76%
kg       MX)
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6205 (con.) Men's or boys' shirts (con.):
6205.30 Of man-made fibers (con.):
(con.)

Other:
6205.30.15   Containing 36 percent 

or more by weight 
of wool or fine animal
hair................................ ........ 51.2¢/kg + Free (CA,IL,MX) 52.9¢/kg +

 20.4%  45%

 10 Men's.....................(440) doz.   v
kg

 20 Boys'.....................(440) doz.   v
kg

6205.30.20     Other............................... ........ 30¢/kg + Free (CA,IL,MX)  30.9¢/kg +
   26.7%  76%

Dress:
With two or more
colors in the warp
and/or the filling:

 10 Men's...........(640) doz.   v
kg

 20 Boys'...........(640) doz.   v
kg

Other:
 30 Men's...........(640) doz.   v

kg

 40 Boys'...........(640) doz.   v
kg

Other:
With two or more
colors in the warp
and/or the filling:

 50 Men's...........(640) doz.   v
kg

  Boys':
 55 Imported as 

parts of
playsuits..(237) doz.   v

kg

 60 Other......(640) doz.   v
kg

Other:
 70 Men's...........(640) doz.   v

kg
  Boys':
 75 Imported as

parts of
playsuits..(237) doz.   v

kg

 80 Other......(640) doz.   v
kg
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6205 (con.) Men's or boys' shirts (con.):
6205.90 Of other textile materials:

  Of silk or silk waste:
6205.90.10  00 Containing 70 percent or more

by weight of silk or silk
waste..........................(740) doz....v 4.3% Free (CA,E,IL, 65%

kg       J,MX)

6205.90.30 Other............................... ........ 7.3% Free (CA,E*,IL, 65% 
      MX)

 10 Subject to cotton 
restraints................(340) doz.   v

kg

 20 Subject to wool 
restraints................(440) doz.   v

kg

 30 Subject to man-made fiber
restraints................(640) doz.   v

kg

 50 Other.....................(840) doz.   v
kg

6205.90.40 Other................................... ........ 2.9% Free (CA,E*,IL, 35%
      MX)

 10 Subject to cotton restraints...(340) doz.   v
kg

 20 Subject to wool restraints.....(440) doz.   v
kg

 30 Subject to man-made fiber
restraints.....................(640) doz.   v

kg

 40 Other..........................(840) doz.   v
kg
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6206 Women's or girls' blouses, shirts and shirt-
blouses:

6206.10.00   Of silk or silk waste......................... ........ 7.2% Free (CA,E*,IL, 65%
      J*)
3% (MX) 1/

 10 Subject to cotton restraints........(341) doz.   v
kg

 20 Subject to wool restraints..........(440) doz.   v
kg

 30 Subject to man-made fiber 
restraints..........................(641) doz.   v

kg

Other:
 40 Containing 70 percent or more by

weight of silk or silk waste...(741) doz.   v
kg

 50 Other..........................(840) doz.   v
kg

6206.20 Of wool or fine animal hair:
6206.20.10  00 Certified hand-loomed

and folklore products...............(440) doz....v 12.8% Free (CA,E,IL, 90%
kg       MX)

Other:
6206.20.20   Containing 30 percent or more

by weight of silk or silk
waste............................... ........ 7.4% Free (CA,IL) 90%

3% (MX)
 10 Women's...................(440) doz.   v

kg

 20 Girls'....................(440) doz.   v
 kg

6206.20.30   Other............................... ........ 41.4¢/kg + Free (CA,IL) 82.7¢/kg +
 19% 8.6% (MX)  58.5%

 10 Women's...................(440) doz.   v
kg

 20 Girls'....................(440) doz.   v
kg

6206.30 Of cotton:
6206.30.10  00 Certified hand-loomed

and folklore products...............(341) doz....v 9.3% Free (CA,E,IL, 90%
kg       MX)

Other:
6206.30.20  00 Containing 36 percent or

more by weight of flax 
fibers.........................(341) doz....v 3.6% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

kg

  1/ See subheading 9906.62.04.
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6206 (con.) Women's or girls' blouses, shirts and shirt-
blouses (con.):

6206.30 Of cotton (con.):
(con.)

Other (con.):
6206.30.30 Other............................... ....... 15.9% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

With two or more colors in 
the warp and/or the filling:

 10 Women's..............(341) doz.   v
kg

Girls':
 20 Imported as parts of

playsuits.......(237) doz.   v
kg

 30 Other...........(341) doz.   v
kg

Other:
 40 Women's..............(341) doz.   v

kg

Girls':
 50 Imported as parts of

playsuits.......(237) doz.   v
kg

 60 Other...........(341) doz.   v
    kg

6206.40 Of man-made fibers:
6206.40.10  00 Certified hand-loomed

and folklore products...............(641) doz....v 11.6% Free (CA,E,IL, 76%
kg       MX)

Other:
6206.40.20  00 Containing 30 percent or more

by weight of silk or silk
waste..........................(641) doz....v 6% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

kg

6206.40.25 Containing 36 percent 
or more by weight 
of wool or fine animal
hair................................ ........ 69.5¢/kg + Free (CA,IL) 82.7¢/kg +

 17.6% 9% (MX)  58.5%

  10 Women's...................(440) doz.   v
kg

 20 Girls'....................(440) doz.   v
kg
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6206 (con.) Women's or girls' blouses, shirts and shirt-
blouses (con.):

6206.40 Of man-made fibers (con.):
(con.)

Other (con.):
6206.40.30 Other.............................. ........ 27.8% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

With two or more 
colors in the warp
and/or the filling:

 10 Women's..............(641) doz.   v
kg

  Girls':
 20 Imported as parts

of playsuits....(237) doz.   v
kg

 25 Other...........(641) doz.   v
kg

Other:
 30 Women's..............(641) doz.   v

kg

  Girls':
 40 Imported as parts of

playsuits.......(237) doz.   v
kg

 50 Other...........(641) doz.   v
kg

6206.90.00     Of other textile materials................... ........ 6.9% Free (CA,E*,IL, 90%
      MX)

 10 Subject to cotton restraints........(341) doz.   v
kg

 20 Subject to wool restraints..........(440) doz.   v
kg

 30 Subject to man-made fiber restraints(641) doz.   v
kg

 40 Other...............................(840) doz.   v
kg
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6207 Men's or boys' singlets and other undershirts, 
underpants, briefs, nightshirts, pajamas, bath-
robes, dressing gowns and similar articles:

Underpants and briefs:
6207.11.00  00 Of cotton...........................(352) doz....v 6.3% Free (CA,IL,MX) 37.5%

kg

6207.19   Of other textile materials:
6207.19.10  00 Containing 70 percent or more

by weight of silk or silk
waste..........................(752) doz....v 6.4% Free (CA,E,IL, 90%

kg       J,MX)

6207.19.90 Other.............................. ........ 10.8% Free (CA,E*,IL, 90%
      MX)

 10 Of man-made fibers........(652) doz.   v
kg

 30 Other.....................(852) doz.   v
kg

Nightshirts and pajamas:
6207.21.00 Of cotton............................... ........ 9.2% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

With two or more colors in the
warp and/or the filling:

 10 Men's.....................(351) doz.   v
kg

 20 Boys'.....................(351) doz.   v
kg

Other:
 30 Men's.....................(351) doz.   v

kg

 40 Boys'.....................(351) doz.   v
kg

6207.22.00  00 Of man-made fibers..................(651) doz....v 16.5% Free (CA,IL,MX) 76%
kg

6207.29   Of other textile materials:
6207.29.10  00 Containing 70 percent or more

by weight of silk or silk
waste..........................(751) doz....v 4.3% Free (CA,E,IL, 65%

kg       J,MX)

6207.29.90 Other.............................. ........ 7.3% Free (CA,E*,IL, 65%
      MX)

 10 Of wool or fine 
animal hair...............(459) doz.   v

kg

 30 Other.....................(851) doz.   v
kg

Other:
6207.91 Of cotton:
6207.91.10  00 Bathrobes, dressing gowns and

similar articles...............(350) doz....v 9% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%
kg
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6207 (con.) Men's or boys' singlets and other undershirts, 
underpants, briefs, nightshirts, pajamas, bath-
robes, dressing gowns and similar articles (con.):

Other (con.):
6207.91 Of cotton (con.):
(con.)
6207.91.30  Other.............................. ........ 6.3% Free (CA,IL,MX) 37.5%

 10 Sleepwear.................(351) doz.   v
kg

 20 Other.....................(352) doz.   v
kg

6207.92 Of man-made fibers:
6207.92.20   Bathrobes, dressing gowns

and similar articles............... ........ 16% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

 10 Containing 36 percent or more
by weight of wool or fine 
animal hair...............(459) doz.   v

kg
 20 Other.....................(650) doz.   v

kg

6207.92.40  Other.............................. ........ 10.8% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

 10 Sleepwear.................(651) doz.   v
kg

 20 Other.....................(652) doz.   v
kg

6207.99 Of other textile materials:
Of wool or fine animal hair:

6207.99.20  00 Bathrobes, dressing gowns
and similar articles......(459) doz....v 12.8% Free (CA,IL,MX) 58.5%

kg

6207.99.40  00 Other.....................(459) doz....v 6.3% Free (CA,IL,MX) 52%
kg

6207.99.70 Containing 70 percent or more
by weight of silk or silk
waste.............................. ........ 4.3% Free (CA,E,IL, 65%

      J,MX)
 10 Bathrobes, dressing 

gowns and similar
articles..................(750) doz.   v

kg
 20 Sleepwear.................(751) doz.   v

kg
 30 Other.....................(752) doz.   v

kg

6207.99.90 Other.............................. ........ 7.3% Free (CA,E*,IL, 65%
      MX)

 10 Bathrobes, dressing 
gowns and similar
articles..................(850) doz.   v

kg
 40 Other.....................(852) doz.   v

kg
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6208 Women's or girls' singlets and other undershirts, 
slips, petticoats, briefs, panties, nightdresses,
pajamas, negligees, bathrobes, dressing gowns and
similar articles:

Slips and petticoats:
6208.11.00  00 Of man-made fibers..................(652) doz....v 16% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

kg

6208.19 Of other textile materials:
6208.19.20  00 Of cotton......................(352) doz....v 11.6% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

kg

6208.19.50  00 Containing 70 percent of
more by weight of silk or
silk waste.....................(752) doz....v 5.4% Free (CA,E,IL, 90%

kg       J,MX)

6208.19.90  00 Other..........................(852) doz....v 9% Free (CA,E*,IL, 90%
 kg       MX)

Nightdresses and pajamas:
6208.21.00 Of cotton............................... ........ 9.2% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

 10 With two or more colors in the 
warp and/or the filling........(351) doz.   v

kg
Other:

 20 Women's...................(351) doz.   v
kg

 30 Girls'....................(351) doz.   v
kg

6208.22.00  00 Of man-made fibers..................(651) doz....v 16.5% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%
kg

6208.29   Of other textile materials:
6208.29.10  00 Containing 70 percent or more

by weight of silk or silk
waste..........................(751) doz....v 4.3% Free (CA,E,IL, 65%

kg       J,MX)

6208.29.90  Other............................... ........ 7.3% Free (CA,E*,IL, 65%
      MX) 

 10 Of wool or fine animal 
hair......................(459) doz.   v

kg
 30 Other.....................(851) doz.   v

 kg
Other:

6208.91 Of cotton:
6208.91.10 Bathrobes, dressing gowns and 

similar articles.................... ........ 8% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

 10 Women's...................(350) doz.   v
kg

 20 Girls'....................(350) doz.   v
kg

6208.91.30 Other............................... ........ 11.6% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

 10 Women's...................(352) doz.   v
kg

 20 Girls'....................(352) doz.   v
kg 
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6208 (con.) Women's or girls' singlets and other undershirts, 
slips, petticoats, briefs, panties, nightdresses,
pajamas, negligees, bathrobes, dressing gowns and
similar articles (con.):

Other (con.):
6208.92.00 Of man-made fibers....................... ........ 16.5% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

Bathrobes, dressing gowns
and similar articles:

 10 Women's...................(650) doz.   v
kg

 20 Girls'....................(650) doz.   v
kg

 Other:
           30 Women's...................(652) doz.   v

kg

 40 Girls'....................(652) doz.   v
kg

6208.99 Of other textile materials:
6208.99.20 Of wool or fine animal hair......... ........ 12.8% Free (CA,IL) 58.5%

6.8% (MX)
 10 Bathrobes, dressing gowns

and similar articles......(459) doz.   v
kg

 20 Other.....................(459) doz.   v
kg

  Of silk or silk waste:
6208.99.30 Containing 70 percent or

more by weight of silk
or silk waste.................. ........ 4.3% Free (CA,E,IL, 65%

      J,MX)
 10 Bathrobes, dressing 

gowns and similar 
articles.............(750) doz.   v

kg

 20 Other................(752) doz.   v
kg

6208.99.50 Other.......................... ........ 7.3% Free (CA,E*,IL, 65%
      MX) 

 10 Bathrobes, dressing 
gowns and similar
articles.............(850) doz.   v

kg

 20 Other................(852) doz.   v
kg

6208.99.80   Other............................... ........ 2.9% Free (CA,E*,IL, 35%
      MX)

 10 Bathrobes, dressing gowns and
similar articles..........(850) doz.   v

kg

 20 Other.....................(852) doz.   v
 kg
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6209 Babies' garments and clothing accessories:
6209.10.00  00 Of wool or fine animal hair..............(439) doz....v 39¢/kg + Free (CA,IL,MX) 46.3¢/kg +

kg  17.7%  58.5%

6209.20 Of cotton:
6209.20.10  00 Dresses.............................(239) doz....v 12.2% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

kg

6209.20.20  00 Blouses and shirts, except those im-
ported as parts of sets.............(239) doz....v l5.7% Free (CA,IL,MX) 37.5%

kg

Other:
6209.20.30  00 Trousers, breeches and shorts, 

except those imported as parts of
sets...........................(239) doz....v 16.3% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

kg

6209.20.50 Other.............................. ........ 9.6% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

 30 Sunsuits, washsuits and 
similar apparel...........(239) doz.   v

kg

 35 Sets......................(239) doz.   v
kg

 40 Diapers...................(239) doz.   v
kg

  Other:
 45 Imported as parts of

sets.................(239) doz.   v
kg

 50 Other................(239) doz.   v
kg

6209.30 Of synthetic fibers:
6209.30.10  00 Blouses and shirts, except those 

imported as parts of sets...........(239) doz....v 25.3% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%
kg

6209.30.20  00 Trousers, breeches and shorts, except
those imported as parts of sets.....(239) doz....v 29.5% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

kg

6209.30.30 Other................................... ........ 16.5% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

 10 Sunsuits, washsuits and 
similar apparel................(239) doz.   v

kg

 20 Sets...........................(239) doz.   v
kg

Other:
 30 Imported as parts of sets.(239) doz.   v

kg

 40 Other.....................(239) doz.   v
kg
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6209 (con.) Babies' garments and clothing accessories (con.):
6209.90 Of other textile materials:

Of artificial fibers:
6209.90.10  00 Blouses and shirts, except those 

imported as parts of sets......(239) doz....v 25.3% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%
kg

6209.90.20  00 Trousers, breeches and shorts, 
except those imported as parts 
of sets........................(239) doz....v 22.6% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

kg

6209.90.30 Other.............................. ........ 16% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90% 

 10 Sunsuits, washsuits and
similar apparel...........(239) doz.   v

kg

 15 Blanket sleepers..........(239) doz.   v
kg

 20 Sets......................(239) doz.   v
kg

Other:
 30 Imported as parts of

sets.................(239) doz.   v
kg

 40 Other................(239) doz.   v
kg

6209.90.50  00 Containing 70 percent or more by weight
of silk or silk waste................... doz....v 1.5% Free (CA,E,IL, 35%

kg       J,MX)

6209.90.90  00 Other...............................(839) doz....v 2.9% Free (CA,E,IL, 35%
kg       MX)

6210 Garments, made up of fabrics of heading 5602, 
5603, 5903, 5906 or 5907:

6210.10 Of fabrics of heading 5602 or 5603:
6210.10.20  00 Of fabrics formed on a base of paper 

or covered or lined with paper.......... doz....v 4.2% Free (A,CA,E,IL, 26.5%
kg       J,MX)

Other:
6210.10.50  00 Nonwoven disposable apparel

designed for use in hospitals,
clinics, laboratories or
contaminated areas................. doz....v 3.1% Free (CA,E,IL, 76%

kg       J,MX)
Other:

6210.10.70  00 Disposable briefs and
panties designed for 
one-time use.................. doz....v 12.8% Free (CA,E,IL, 76% 

kg       J,MX) 
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6210 (con.) Garments, made up of fabrics of heading 5602, 
5603, 5903, 5906 or 5907 (con.):

6210.10 Of fabrics of heading 5602 or 5603 (con.):
(con.)

Other (con.):
Other (con.):

6210.10.90  Other.......................... ........ 16.5% Free (CA,E*,IL, 76% 
      J*,MX) 

 10 Overalls and 
coveralls............(659) doz.   v

kg
 40 Other................(659) doz.   v

kg
6210.20 Other garments, of the type described in

subheadings 6201.11 to 6201.19:
  Of man-made fibers:

6210.20.30  00 Having an outer surface impregnated,
coated, covered, or laminated with
rubber or plastics material which
completely obscures the underlying
fabric.............................. doz....v 5.7% Free (CA,IL,MX) 65%

kg

6210.20.50  00 Other..........................(634) doz....v 7.4% Free (CA,IL,MX) 65%
kg

  Other:
6210.20.70  00 Having an outer surface impregnated,

coated, covered, or laminated with
rubber or plastics material which
completely obscures the underlying
fabric.............................. doz....v 5% Free (CA,E,IL, 37.5%

kg       J,MX)

6210.20.90   Other............................... ........ 6.4% Free (CA,E*,IL, 37.5%
      MX)

 10 Of linen..................(834) doz.   v
kg

 20 Other.....................(334) doz.   v
kg

6210.30 Other garments, of the type described in
subheadings 6202.11 to 6202.19:

  Of man-made fibers:
6210.30.30  00 Having an outer surface impregnated,

coated, covered, or laminated with
rubber or plastics material which
completely obscures the underlying
fabric.............................. doz....v 5.7% Free (CA,IL,MX) 65%

 kg

6210.30.50  00 Other..........................(635) doz....v 7.4% Free (CA,IL,MX) 65%
kg

  Other:
6210.30.70  00 Having an outer surface impregnated,

coated, covered, or laminated with
rubber or plastics material which
completely obscures the underlying
fabric.............................. doz....v 5% Free (CA,E,IL, 37.5%

kg       J,MX)
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6210 (con.) Garments, made up of fabrics of heading 5602, 
5603, 5903, 5906 or 5907 (con.):

6210.30 Other garments, of the type described in
(con.) subheadings 6202.11 to 6202.19 (con.):

  Other (con.):
6210.30.90 Other.............................. ........ 6.4% Free (CA,E*,IL, 37.5%

      MX)
 10 Of linen..................(835) doz.   v

kg
 20 Other.....................(335) doz.   v

kg
6210.40 Other men's or boys' garments:

Of man-made fibers:
6210.40.30  00 Having an outer surface impregnated,

coated, covered or laminated with 
rubber or plastics material which
completely obscures the underlying
fabric............................. doz....v 5.7% Free (CA,IL,MX) 65%

kg

6210.40.50 Other.............................. ........ 7.4% Free (CA,IL,MX) 65%

 20 Anoraks (including ski-
jackets), windbreakers  
and similar articles......(634) doz.   v

kg
 30 Trousers, breeches and 

shorts....................(647) doz.   v
kg

 40 Overalls and coveralls....(659) doz.   v
kg

 50 Other.....................(659) doz.   v
kg

  Other:
6210.40.70  00 Having an outer surface impregnated,

coated, covered or laminated with 
rubber or plastics material which
completely obscures the underlying
fabric............................. doz....v 5% Free (CA,E,IL, 37.5%

kg       J,MX)

6210.40.90 Other.............................. ........ 6.4% Free (CA,E*,IL, 37.5%
      MX)

 Having a fiber content of 70 
percent or more by weight
of silk or silk waste:

 16 Anoraks (including ski-
jackets), windbreakers 
and similar
articles.............(734) doz.   v

kg
 17 Trousers, breeches and

shorts...............(747) doz.   v
kg

 18 Overalls and 
coveralls............(759) doz.   v

kg
 19 Other................(759) doz.   v

kg
Other:

 25 Anoraks (including ski-
jackets), windbreakers 
and similar
articles.............(334) doz.   v

kg
 33 Trousers, breeches and

shorts...............(347) doz.   v
kg

 45 Overalls and 
coveralls............(359) doz.   v

kg
 60 Other................(359) doz.   v

kg
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6210 (con.) Garments, made up of fabrics of heading 5602, 
5603, 5903, 5906 or 5907 (con.):

6210.50 Other women's or girls' garments:
Of man-made fibers:

6210.50.30  00 Having an outer surface impregnated,
coated, covered or laminated with 
rubber or plastics material which
completely obscures the underlying
fabric.............................. doz....v 5.7% Free (CA,IL,MX) 65%

kg

6210.50.50 Other............................... ........ 7.4% Free (CA,IL,MX) 65%

 20 Anoraks (including ski-
jackets), windbreakers and  
similar articles..........(635) doz.   v

kg
 35 Trousers, breeches and

shorts....................(648) doz.   v
kg

 40 Overalls and coveralls....(659) doz.   v
kg

 55 Other.....................(659) doz.   v
kg

  Other:
6210.50.70  00 Having an outer surface impregnated,

coated, covered or laminated with 
rubber or plastics material which
completely obscures the underlying
fabric.............................. doz....v 5% Free (CA,E,IL, 37.5%

kg       J,MX)

6210.50.90 Other............................... ........ 6.4% Free (CA,E*,IL, 37.5%
      MX)

 Having a fiber content of 70
percent or more by weight of
silk or silk waste:

 10 Anoraks (including ski-
jackets), windbreakers and 
similar articles.....(735) doz.   v

kg
 20 Trousers, breeches and

shorts...............(748) doz.   v
kg

 30 Overalls and 
coveralls............(759) doz.   v

kg
 40 Other................(759) doz.   v

kg
Other:

 50 Anoraks (including ski-
jackets), windbreakers
and similar articles.(335) doz.   v

kg
 60 Trousers, breeches and

shorts...............(348) doz.   v
kg

 70 Overalls and 
coveralls............(359) doz.   v

kg
 90 Other................(359) doz.   v

kg
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6211 Track suits, ski-suits and swimwear; other 
garments:

Swimwear:
6211.11 Men's or boys':
6211.11.10 Of man-made fibers................. ........ 28.7% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

 10 Men's.....................(659) doz.   v
kg

 20 Boys'.....................(659) doz.   v
kg

6211.11.40  00 Containing 70 percent or more
by weight of silk or silk
waste..........................(759) doz....v 6% Free (CA,E,IL, 37.5%

kg       J,MX)
6211.11.80 Other.............................. ........ 7.8% Free (CA,E*,IL, 37.5%

      MX)
Of cotton:

 10 Men's................(359) doz.   v
kg

 20 Boys'................(359) doz.   v
kg

 40  Other.....................(859) doz.   v
kg

6211.12 Women's or girls':
6211.12.10 Of man-made fibers................. ........ 17.6% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

 10 Women's...................(659) doz.   v
kg

 20 Girls'....................(659) doz.   v
kg

6211.12.40  00 Containing 70 percent or
more by weight of silk or
silk waste.....................(759) doz....v 4.6% Free (CA,E,IL, 37.5%

kg       J,MX)
6211.12.80 Other.............................. ........ 7.8% Free (CA,E*,IL, 37.5%

      MX)
Of cotton:

 10 Women's..............(359) doz.   v
kg

 20 Girls'...............(359) doz.   v
kg

 30 Other.....................(859) doz.   v
kg

6211.20 Ski-suits:
Containing 15 percent or more by
weight of down and waterfowl 
plumage and of which down 
comprises 35 percent or more by
weight; containing 10 percent
or more by weight of down:

6211.20.04 Anoraks (including ski-
jackets), windbreakers and 
similar articles (including 
padded, sleeveless jackets)
imported as parts of suits......... ........ 2.7%  Free (CA,E*,IL, 60%

      MX)
Men's or boys'

 10 Of cotton............(353) doz.   v
kg

 20 Other................(653) doz.   v
kg

Women's or girls':
 30 Of cotton............(354) doz.   v

kg
 40 Other................(654) doz.   v

kg
6211.20.08 Other.............................. ........ 4.6% Free (CA,E*,IL, 60%

      J*,MX)
 10 Men's or boys'................ doz.   v

kg
 20 Women's or girls'............. doz.   v

kg
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6211 (con.) Track suits, ski-suits and swimwear; other 
garments (con.):

62ll.20 Ski-suits (con.):
(con.)

Other:
6211.20.15 Water resistant..................... ........ 7.4%  Free (CA,E*,IL, 65%

      MX)
Men's or boys':

  Anoraks (including ski-
jackets), windbreakers 
and similar articles 
(including padded,
sleeveless jackets)
imported as parts of

    ski-suits:
 10 Of cotton.......(334) doz.   v

kg
 15 Other...........(634) doz.   v

kg
  Trousers and breeches

imported as parts
  of ski-suits:
 20 Of cotton.......(347) doz.   v

kg
 25 Other...........(647) doz.   v

kg
  Other:
 30 Of cotton.......(359) doz.   v

kg
 35 Other...........(659) doz.   v

kg
Women's or girls':

  Anoraks (including ski-
jackets), windbreakers 
and similar articles 
(including padded,
sleeveless jackets)
imported as parts of

    ski-suits:
 40 Of cotton.......(335) doz.   v

kg
 45 Other...........(635) doz.   v

kg
  Trousers and breeches

imported as parts
  of ski-suits:
 50 Of cotton.......(348) doz.   v

kg
 55 Other...........(648) doz.   v

kg
  Other:
 60 Of cotton.......(359) doz.   v

kg
 65 Other...........(659) doz.   v

kg
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6211 (con.) Track suits, ski-suits and swimwear; other 
garments (con.):

62ll.20 Ski-suits (con.):
(con.)

Other (con.):
Other:

Men's or boys':
  Anoraks (including ski-

jackets), windbreakers 
and similar articles 
(including padded,
sleeveless jackets)
imported as parts of

    ski-suits:
6211.20.24  00 Of wool or fine

animal hair.....(434) doz....v 23.5% Free (CA,E*,IL, 90%
kg       MX)

6211.20.28 Other................ ........ 28.6% Free (CA,E*,IL, 90%
      MX)

 10 Of cotton..(334) doz.   v
kg

 20 Of man-made
fibers.....(634) doz.   v

kg

 30 Other......(834) doz.   v
kg

  Trousers and breeches
imported as parts

  of ski-suits:
6211.20.34  00 Of wool or fine

animal hair.....(447) doz....v 23.7%  Free (CA,E*,IL, 90%
kg       MX)

6211.20.38 Other................ ........ 29% Free (CA,E*,IL, 90%
      MX)

 10 Of cotton..(347) doz.   v
kg

 20 Of man-made
fibers.....(647) doz.   v

kg

 30 Other......(847) doz.   v
kg
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6211 (con.) Track suits, ski-suits and swimwear; other 
garments (con.):

62ll.20 Ski-suits (con.):
(con.)

Other (con.):
Other (con.):

Men's or boys' (con.):
  Other:

6211.20.44  00 Of wool or fine
animal hair.....(459) doz....v 15.5% Free (CA,E*,IL, 76%

kg       MX)

6211.20.48 Other................ ........ 16% Free (CA,E*,IL, 76%
      MX)

 15 Of cotton..(359) doz.   v
kg

 35 Of man-made
fibers.....(659) doz.   v

kg
 60 Other......(859) doz.   v

kg
Women's or girls':

  Anoraks (including ski-
jackets), windbreakers
and similar articles
(including padded, 
sleeveless jackets)
imported as parts of
ski-suits:

6211.20.54  00 Of wool or fine 
animal hair.....(435) doz....v 23.6% Free (CA,E*,IL, 90%

kg       MX)
6211.20.58 Other................ ........ 28.9% Free (CA,E*,IL, 90%

      MX)
 10 Of cotton..(335) doz.   v

kg
 20 Of man-made 

fibers.....(635) doz.   v
kg

 30 Other......(835) doz.   v
kg

  Trousers and breeches
imported as parts

  of ski-suits:
6211.20.64  00 Of wool or fine

animal hair.....(448) doz....v 24% Free (CA,E*,IL, 90%
kg       MX)

6211.20.68 Other................ ........ 29.5% Free (CA,E*,IL, 90%
      MX)

 10 Of cotton..(348) doz.   v
kg

 20 Of man-made
fibers.....(648) doz.   v

kg
 30 Other......(847) doz.   v

kg
  Other:

6211.20.74  00 Of wool or fine
animal hair.....(459) doz....v 15.5% Free (CA,E*,IL, 76%

kg       MX)

6211.20.78 Other................ ........ 16% Free (CA,E*,IL, 76%
      MX)

 10 Of cotton..(359) doz.   v
kg

 20 Of man-made
fibers.....(659) doz.   v

kg
 30 Other......(859) doz.   v

    kg
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6211 (con.) Track suits, ski-suits and swimwear; other 
garments (con.):

Other garments, men's or boys':
6211.31.00   Of wool or fine animal hair.............. ........ 14.5% Free (CA,IL,MX) 58.5%

Track suits:
 10 Trousers..................(447) doz.   v

kg
 20 Other.....................(434) doz.   v

kg
 30 Shirts excluded from heading

6205...........................(440) doz.   v
kg

 40 Vests..........................(459) doz.   v
kg

 45 Jackets and jacket-type garments
excluded from headings 6201....(434) doz.   v

kg
 51 Other..........................(459) doz.   v

kg

6211.32.00 Of cotton................................ ........ 8.4% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

Coveralls, jumpsuits 
and similar apparel:

 03 Containing 15 percent or more 
by weight of down and waterfowl 
plumage and of which down 
comprises 35 percent or more by
weight; containing 10 percent
or more by weight of down...... doz.   v

kg
 07  Other, insulated for cold 

weather protection........(359) doz.   v
kg

Other:
 10 Men's................(359) doz.   v

kg
Boys':

 15 Sizes 2-7.......(237) doz.   v
kg

 25 Other...........(359) doz    v
kg

 30 Washsuits, sunsuits, one-piece 
playsuits and similar apparel
for boys.......................(237) doz.   v

kg
  Track suits:

 40 Trousers..................(347) doz.   v
kg

 50 Other.....................(334) doz.   v
kg

 60 Shirts excluded from heading
6205...........................(340) doz.   v

kg
 70 Vests..........................(359) doz.   v

kg
 75 Jackets and jacket-type garments

excluded from headings 6201....(334) doz.   v
kg

 81 Other..........................(359) doz.   v
kg
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6211 (con.) Track suits, ski-suits and swimwear; other 
garments (con.):

Other garments, men's or boys' (con.):
6211.33.00 Of man-made fibers....................... ........ l6.5% Free (CA,IL,MX) 76%

Coveralls, jumpsuits 
and similar apparel:

 03 Containing 15 percent or more 
by weight of down and waterfowl 
plumage and of which down 
comprises 35 percent or more by
weight; containing 10 percent
or more by weight of down...... doz.   v

kg

 07  Other, insulated for cold
weather protection........(659) doz.   v

kg
Other:

 10 Men's................(659) doz.   v
kg

Boys':
 15 Sizes 2-7.......(237) doz.   v

kg

 17 Other...........(659) doz    v
kg

 25 Washsuits, sunsuits, one-piece
playsuits and similar apparel
for boys.......................(237) doz.   v

kg
Track suits:

 30 Trousers..................(647) doz.   v
kg

 35 Other.....................(634) doz.   v
kg

 40 Shirts excluded from heading
 6205...........................(640) doz.   v

kg
    Vests:
 52 Containing 36 percent or more

by weight of wool or fine
animal hair...............(459) doz.   v

kg

 54 Other.....................(659) doz.   v
kg

 58 Jackets and jacket-type garments
excluded from headings 6201....(634) doz.   v

kg

 61 Other..........................(659) doz.   v
kg
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6211 (con.) Track suits, ski-suits and swimwear; other 
garments (con.):

Other garments, men's or boys' (con.):
6211.39   Of other textile materials:
6211.39.10 Containing 70 percent or more by

weight of silk or silk waste........ ........ 1.8% Free (CA,E,IL, 35%
      J,MX)

 10 Coveralls, jumpsuits and
similar apparel...........(759) doz.   v

kg
 20 Washsuits, sunsuits, one-piece

playsuits and similar 
apparel...................(759) doz.   v

kg
Track suits:

 30 Trousers.............(747) doz.   v
kg

 40 Other................(734) doz.   v
kg

 50 Shirts excluded from heading
6205......................(740) doz.   v

kg

 60 Vests.....................(759) doz.   v
kg

 70 Jackets and jacket-type 
garments excluded from
headings 6201.............(734) doz.   v

kg

 90 Other.....................(759) doz.   v
kg

6211.39.90 Other............................... ........ 2.9% Free (CA,E*,IL, 35%
      MX)

 10 Coveralls, jumpsuits and
similar apparel...........(859) doz.   v

kg
 20 Washsuits, sunsuits, one-piece

playsuits and similar 
apparel...................(859) doz.   v

kg
Track suits:

 30 Trousers.............(847) doz.   v
kg

 40 Other................(834) doz.   v
kg

 50 Shirts excluded from heading
6205......................(840) doz.   v

kg

 60 Vests.....................(859) doz.   v
kg

 70 Jackets and jacket-type 
garments excluded from 
heading 6201..............(834) doz.   v

kg

 90 Other.....................(859) doz.   v
kg
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6211 (con.) Track suits, ski-suits and swimwear; other 
garments (con.):

Other garments, women's or girls':
6211.41.00   Of wool or fine animal hair.............. ........ 14.5% Free (CA,IL) 58.5%

6.8% (MX)
Track suits:

 10 Trousers..................(448) doz.   v
kg

 20 Other.....................(435) doz.   v
kg

 30 Blouses, shirts and shirt- blouses,
sleeveless tank styles and similar
upper body garments, excluded from
heading 6206...................(440) doz.   v

kg
 40 Jumpers........................(459) doz.   v

kg
 50 Vests..........................(459) doz.   v

kg
 55 Jackets and jacket-type garments

excluded from heading 6202.....(435) doz.   v
kg

 61 Other..........................(459) doz.   v
kg

6211.42.00 Of cotton................................ ........ 8.4% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

Coveralls, jumpsuits  
and similar apparel:

 03 Containing 15 percent or more 
by weight of down and waterfowl 
plumage and of which down 
comprises 35 percent or more by
weight; containing 10 percent
or more by weight of down...... doz.   v

kg
 07 Other, insulated for cold

weather protection........(359) doz.   v
kg

Other:
 10 Women's..............(359) doz.   v 

kg
 20 Girls'...............(237) doz.   v 

kg
 25 Washsuits, sunsuits, one-piece

playsuits and similar apparel..(237) doz.   v
kg

Track suits:
 30 Trousers..................(348) doz.   v

kg
 40 Other.....................(335) doz.   v

kg
  Blouses, shirts and shirt- blouses,

sleeveless tank styles and similar
upper body garments, excluded from
heading 6206:

 54 With two or more colors in
the warp and/or fillings..(341) doz.   v

kg
 56 Other.....................(341) doz.   v

kg
 60 Jumpers........................(359) doz.   v

kg
 70 Vests..........................(359) doz.   v

kg
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6211 (con.) Track suits, ski-suits and swimwear; other 
garments (con.):

Other garments, women's or girls' (con.):
6211.42.00 Of cotton (con.):
(con.)

 75 Jackets and jacket-type garments
excluded from heading 6202.....(335) doz.   v

kg
 81 Other..........................(359) doz.   v

kg
6211.43.00 Of man-made fibers....................... ........ l6.5% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%

Coveralls, jumpsuits
and similar apparel:

 03 Containing 15 percent or more 
by weight of down and waterfowl 
plumage and of which down 
comprises 35 percent or more by
weight; containing 10 percent
or more by weight of down...... doz.   v

kg
 07 Other, insulated for cold

weather protection........(659) doz.   v
kg

Other:
 10 Women's..............(659) doz.   v 

kg
 20 Girls'...............(237) doz.   v 

kg
 30 Washsuits, sunsuits, one-piece

playsuits and similar
apparel........................(237) doz.   v

kg
Track suits:

 40 Trousers..................(648) doz.   v
kg

 50 Other.....................(635) doz.   v
kg

 60 Blouses, shirts and shirt- blouses,
sleeveless tank styles and similar
upper body garments, excluded from
heading 6206...................(641) doz.   v

kg
Jumpers:

 64 Containing 36 percent or more
by weight of wool or fine
animal hair...............(459) doz.   v

kg
 66 Other.....................(659) doz.   v

kg
Vests:

 74 Containing 36 percent or more
by weight of wool or fine
animal hair...............(459) doz.   v

kg
 76 Other.....................(659) doz.   v

kg
 78 Jackets and jacket-type garments

excluded from heading 6202.....(635) doz.   v
kg

 91 Other..........................(659) doz.   v
kg
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6211 (con.) Track suits, ski-suits and swimwear; other 
garments (con.):

Other garments, women's or girls' (con.):
6211.49   Of other textile materials:
6211.49.10 Containing 70 percent or more by

weight of silk or silk waste........ ........ 4.5% Free (CA,E,IL, 35%
      J,MX)

 10 Coveralls, jumpsuits and
similar apparel...........(759) doz.   v

kg
 20 Washsuits, sunsuits, one-piece

playsuits and similar
apparel...................(759) doz.   v

kg
Track suits:

 30 Trousers.............(748) doz.   v
kg

 40 Other................(735) doz.   v
kg

 50 Blouses, shirts and shirt- 
blouses, sleeveless tank 
styles and similar upper body
garments excluded from head-
ing 6206..................(741) doz.   v

kg
 60 Jumpers...................(759) doz.   v

kg
 70 Vests.....................(759) doz.   v

kg
 80 Jackets and jacket-type 

garments excluded from 
heading 6202..............(735) doz.   v

kg
 90 Other.....................(759) doz.   v

kg
6211.49.90 Other............................... ........ 7.6% Free (CA,E,IL, 35%

      J,MX)
 10 Coveralls, jumpsuits and 

similar apparel...........(859) doz.   v
kg

 20 Washsuits, sunsuits, one-piece
playsuits and similar
apparel...................(859) doz.   v

kg
Track suits:

 30 Trousers.............(847) doz.   v
kg

 40 Other................(835) doz.   v
kg

 50 Blouses, shirts and shirt- 
blouses, sleeveless tank 
styles and similar upper body
garments excluded from head-
ing 6206..................(840) doz.   v

kg
 60 Jumpers...................(859) doz.   v

kg
 70 Vests.....................(859) doz.   v

kg
 80 Jackets and jacket-type 

garments excluded from 
heading 6202..............(835) doz.   v

kg
 90 Other.....................(859) doz.   v

kg
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6212 Brassieres, girdles, corsets, braces, suspenders,
garters and similar articles and parts thereof, 
whether or not knitted or crocheted:

6212.10 Brassieres:
  Containing lace, net or

embroidery:
6212.10.30  00 Containing 70 percent or more by

weight of silk or silk waste........ doz....v 18.4% Free (CA,E,IL, 90%
kg       J,MX)

6212.10.50 Other............................... ........ 17.4% Free (CA,E*,IL, 90%
      MX)

 10 Of cotton.................(349) doz.   v
kg

 20 Of man-made fibers........(649) doz.   v
kg

 30 Other.....................(859) doz.   v
kg

Other:
6212.10.70  00 Containing 70 percent or more by

weight of silk or silk waste........ doz....v 10.4% Free (CA,E,IL, 75%
kg       J,MX)

6212.10.90 Other............................... ........ 17.4% Free (CA,E*,IL, 75%
      MX)

 10 Of cotton.................(349) doz.   v
kg

 20 Of man-made fibers........(649) doz.   v
kg

 40 Other.....................(859) doz.   v
kg

6212.20.00 Girdles and panty-girdles.................... ........ 22.5% Free (CA,E*,IL, 90%
      MX)

 10 Of cotton...........................(349) doz.   v
kg

 20 Of man-made fibers..................(649) doz.   v
kg

 30 Other...............................(859) doz.   v
kg

6212.30.00   Corsets...................................... ........ 24.2% Free (CA,E*,IL, 90%
      MX)

 10 Of cotton...........................(349) doz.   v
kg

 20 Of man-made fibers..................(649) doz.   v
kg

 30 Other...............................(859) doz.   v
kg

6212.90.00   Other........................................ ........ 6.8% Free (CA,E*,IL, 83.5%
      J*,MX)

 10 Of cotton or cotton and rubber or
plastics............................(359) doz.   v

kg
 20 Of wool or wool and rubber or 

plastics............................(459) doz.   v
kg

 30 Of man-made fibers or man-made fibers
and rubber or plastics..............(659) doz.   v

kg
 50 Containing 70 percent or

more by weight of silk or 
silk waste............................... doz.   v

kg

 90 Other...............................(859) doz.   v
kg
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6213 Handkerchiefs:
6213.10   Of silk or silk waste:
6213.10.10  00 Containing 70 percent or more by

weight of silk or silk waste............ doz....v 4.3% Free (A,CA,E,IL, 60%
kg       J,MX)

6213.10.20   00 Other...............................(859) doz....v 5.6% Free (CA,E*,IL, 60% 
kg       MX)

6213.20 Of cotton:
6213.20.10  00 Hemmed, not containing lace

or embroidery.......................(330) doz....v 13.6% Free (CA,IL,MX) 58%
kg

6213.20.20  00 Other...............................(330) doz....v 7.3% Free (CA,IL,MX) 75%
kg

6213.90 Of other textile materials:
6213.90.10  00 Of man-made fibers..................(630) doz....v 11.2% Free (CA,IL,MX) 68.5%

kg

6213.90.20  00 0ther...............................(859) doz....v 8% Free (CA,E*,IL, 51.5%
kg       MX)

6214 Shawls, scarves, mufflers, mantillas, veils
and the like:

6214.10 Of silk or silk waste:
6214.10.10  00 Containing 70 percent or more by

weight of silk or silk waste............ doz....v 1.2% Free (A,CA,E,IL, 65%
kg       J,MX)

6214.10.20  00 Other...............................(859) doz....v 3.9% Free (CA,E*,IL, 65%
kg       MX)

6214.20.00  00 Of wool or fine animal hair..............(459) doz....v 6.7% Free (CA,IL) 90%
kg 5.3% (MX)

6214.30.00  00 Of synthetic fibers......................(659) doz....v 5.3% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%
kg

6214.40.00  00 Of artificial fibers.....................(659) doz....v 5.3% Free (CA,IL,MX) 90%
kg

6214.90.00 Of other textile materials................... ........ 11.3% Free (CA,E*,IL, 90%
      MX)

 10 Of cotton...........................(359) doz.   v
kg

 90 Other...............................(859) doz.   v
kg
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6215 Ties, bow ties and cravats:
6215.10.00 Of silk or silk waste........................ ........ 7.6% Free (CA,E*,IL, 65%

      J*,MX)

 25  Containing 50 percent or more by
weight (including any linings and 
interlinings) of textile materials
other than silk or silk waste......(659) doz.   v

kg
Containing less than 50 percent by
weight (including any linings and
interlinings) of textile materials
other than silk or silk waste:

 40 With outer shell containing 70
 percent or more by weight of

silk or silk waste............(758) doz.   v
kg

 90  Other.........................(858) doz.   v
kg

6215.20.00  00 Of man-made fibers......................(659) doz....v 25.6¢/kg + Free (CA,IL,MX) 26.5¢/kg +
kg  13.1%  65%

6215.90.00 Of other textile materials................... ........ 6.5% Free (CA,E*,IL, 52%
      MX)

 10 Of wool or fine animal hair........(459) doz.   v
kg

 15 Of cotton..........................(359) doz.   v
kg

 20 Other..............................(858) doz.   v
kg

6216.00 Gloves, mittens and mitts:
Impregnated, coated or covered with
plastics or rubber:

6216.00.05   00 Ice hockey gloves and field
hockey gloves........................... doz.pr.v Free 25%

kg
6216.00.08   00 Other gloves, mittens and mitts, 

all the foregoing specially
designed for use in sports, 
including ski and snowmobile 
gloves, mittens and mitts............... doz.pr.v 3.2% Free (A,CA,E,IL, 25%

kg       J,MX)
Other:

Without fourchettes:
Cut and sewn from pre-
existing machine-woven
fabric that is impreg-
nated, coated or covered
with plastics or rubber:

Of vegetable fibers:
6216.00.13  00 Containing over 50

percent by weight
of plastics or
rubber.............. doz.pr.v 18.8% Free (CA,E,IL, 25%

kg       J,MX)

6216.00.17 Other............... ........ 24.2% Free (CA,IL,MX) 25%
22.5% (E,J)

 20 Subject to
cotton re-
straints...(331) doz.pr.v

kg
 30 Subject to

man-made
fiber re-
straints...(631) doz.pr.v

kg
 40 Other......(831) doz.pr.v

kg
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6216.00 Gloves, mittens and mitts (con.):
(con.)

Impregnated, coated or covered with
plastics or rubber (con.):

Other (con.):
Without fourchettes (con.):

Cut and sewn from pre-
existing machine-woven
fabric that is impreg-
nated, coated or covered
with plastics or rubber (con.):

Other:
6216.00.19  00 Containing over 50

percent by weight
of plastics or
rubber............... doz.pr.v 16.6¢/kg + Free (CA,IL,MX) 99.2¢/kg +

kg  8.2% 11.1¢/kg +  65%
 4.5% (E,J)

6216.00.21 Other................ ........ 21.3¢/kg + Free (CA,IL,MX) 99.2¢/kg +
 10.6% 20.6¢/kg +  65%

 8.1% (E,J)

 10 Subject to
cotton re-
straints...(331) doz.pr.v

kg
 20 Subject to

man-made
fiber re-
straints...(631) doz.pr.v

kg

 30 Other......(831) doz.pr.v
kg

Other:
6216.00.24 Containing 50 per-

cent or more by 
weight of cotton, 
man-made fibers or 
any combination
thereof................... ........ 13.6% Free (CA,IL,MX) 75%

10.7% (E,J)

 10 Subject to 
cotton
restraints......(331) doz.pr.v

kg
 25 Subject to man- 

made fiber
restraints......(631) doz.pr.v

kg

 30 Other...........(831) doz.pr.v
kg

6216.00.26  00 Other..................... doz.pr.v 10.5% Free (CA,IL,MX) 75%
kg 6% (E,J)
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6216.00 Gloves, mittens and mitts (con.):
(con.)

Impregnated, coated or covered with
plastics or rubber (con.):

Other (con.):
With fourchettes:

6216.00.29 Containing 50 percent or 
more by weight of cotton, 
man-made fibers or any 
combination thereof............ ........ 13.6% Free (CA,E*,IL, 25%

      MX)
 10 Subject to cotton 

restraints...........(331) doz.pr.v
kg

 25 Subject to man-made 
fiber
restraints...........(631) doz.pr.v

kg

 30 Other................(831) doz.pr.v
kg

6216.00.31  00 Other.......................... doz.pr.v 10.5% Free (CA,E,IL, 25%
kg       J,MX)

Other:
Of cotton:

6216.00.33   00 Ice hockey and field hockey
gloves.............................. doz.pr.v Free 45%

kg

6216.00.35  00 Other gloves, mittens and mitts,
all the foregoing specially
designed for use in sports, 
including ski and snowmobile 
gloves, mittens and mitts........... doz.pr.v 4.2% Free (A,CA,E,IL, 45%

kg       J,MX)

Other:
6216.00.38  00 Without fourchettes.......(331) doz.pr.v 24.2% Free (CA,IL,MX) 25%

kg 22.5% (E,J)

6216.00.41  00  With fourchettes..........(331) doz.pr.v 24.2% Free (CA,IL,MX) 25%
kg
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6216.00 Gloves, mittens and mitts (con.):
(con.)

Other (con.):
Of man-made fibers:

6216.00.43  00 Ice hockey and field hockey
gloves.............................. doz.pr.v Free 45%

kg

6216.00.46  00 Other gloves, mittens and mitts,
all the foregoing specially
designed for use in sports, 
including ski and snowmobile 
gloves, mittens and mitts........... doz.pr.v 4.2% Free (A,CA,E,IL, 45%

kg       J,MX)

Other:
6216.00.54 Without fourchettes............ ........ 21.4¢/kg + Free (CA,IL,MX) 99.2¢/kg +

 10.7% 20.7¢/kg +  65%
 8.2% (E,J)

 10 Containing 36 percent or 
more by weight of wool or
fine animal hair.....(431) doz.pr.v

kg

 20 Other................(631) doz.pr.v
kg

6216.00.58 With fourchettes............... ........ 21.4¢/kg + Free (CA,IL,MX) 99.2¢/kg +
 10.7%  65%

 10 Containing 36 percent or 
more by weight of wool or
fine animal hair.....(431) doz.pr.v

kg

 20 Other................(631) doz.pr.v
kg

Other:
6216.00.80  00 Of wool or fine animal hair....(431) doz.pr.v 3.6% Free (CA,IL,MX) 25% 

kg

6216.00.90  00 Other..........................(831) doz.pr.v 3.9% Free (CA,E*,IL, 40% 
kg       MX)
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6217 Other made up clothing accessories; parts of
garments or of clothing accessories, other than
those of heading 6212:

6217.10   Accessories:
6217.10.10  Containing 70 percent or more by

weight of silk or silk waste........... ........ 8.9% Free (CA,E,IL, 90%
      J,MX)

 10 Headbands, ponytail holders and
similar articles.................. doz.   v

kg

 90 Other..........................(759) doz.   v
kg

Other:
6217.10.85  00 Headbands, ponytail holders and

similar articles.................. doz....v 15% Free (A,CA,E*, 90%
kg       IL,MX)

6217.10.95 Other.............................. ........ 15% Free (CA,E*,IL, 90%
      MX)

 10 Of cotton.................(359) doz.   v
kg

 20 Of wool or fine animal 
hair......................(459) doz.   v

kg

 30 Of man-made fibers........(659) doz.   v
kg

 50 Other.....................(859) doz.   v
kg

6217.90   Parts:
6217.90.10 Containing 70 percent or

more by weight of silk or 
silk waste.............................. ........ 8.9% Free (CA,E,IL, 90%

      J,MX)
 10 Of blouses and shirts.........(741) doz.   v

kg

 20 Of coats and jackets..........(735) doz.   v
kg

 30 Of trousers and breeches......(748) doz.   v
kg

 60 Other.........................(759) doz.   v
kg
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6217 (con.) Other made up clothing accessories; parts of
garments or of clothing accessories, other than
those of heading 6212 (con.):

6217.90   Parts (con.):
(con.)
6217.90.90 Other................................... ........ 15% Free (CA,E*,IL, 90%

      MX)
Of blouses and shirts:

 03 Of cotton.................(341) doz.   v
kg

 05 Of wool or fine animal 
hair......................(440) doz.   v

kg

 10  Of man-made fibers........(641) doz.   v
kg

 20 Other.....................(840) doz.   v
kg

Of coats and jackets:
 25 Of cotton.................(335) doz.   v

kg

 30 Of wool or fine animal 
hair......................(435) doz.   v

kg

 35 Of man-made fibers........(635) doz.   v
kg

 45 Other.....................(835) doz.   v
kg

Of trousers and breeches:
 50 Of cotton.................(348) doz.   v

kg

 55 Of wool or fine animal 
hair......................(448) doz.   v

kg

 60 Of man-made fibers........(648) doz.   v
kg

 70 Other.....................(847) doz.   v
kg

Other:
 75 Of cotton.................(359) doz.   v

kg

 80 Of wool or fine animal 
hair......................(459) doz.   v

kg

 85 Of man-made fibers........(659) doz.   v
kg

 95 Other.....................(859) doz.   v
kg
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